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Coming Up 
M-WTCA National Meetings 

Spring 2012 ........ June 13-16, Asheville, N.C. Fall 2012 ...... .. Sept 26-29, Davenport, IA 
Bob Fields (704) 393-1282, robertfields@gmail.com Bob Fields (704) 393-1282, robertfields@gmail.com, 

& Larry Thorson (608) 779-0966, son-of-thor@charter.net 

2012 M-WTCA Area Meetings 
Area F ......... Meet ..... March 10/11, McCormick's Creek State Park, Spencer, IN 

Matt Borders (812) 824-9318, lanesdadmwb@aol.com 

Area M ... .. ... Meet ..... March 24, Charleston, SC 
Dick Bradshaw, (864) 269-7423, bradshawtoolman@gmail.com 

Area E ......... Meet ..... March 25, Loves Park, IL 
Gary Johnson (815) 636-1464 

Area Q .. ... ... Meet ..... Apr. 14, Charlotte, NC 
Bruce Bogust bbogust@windstream.net 

Area C ......... Meet ..... Apr. 14, Chesaning, MI 
Zach Dillinger (517) 231-3374, zacharydillinger@gmail.com 

Area D ........ Meet ..... April 15, Omaha, NE 
Lee Kallstrom (402) 981-0500, lee.kallstrom@ops.org 

Area A ......... Meet .. ... Apr. 21, Cannon Falls, MN 
Bob Nelson, (651) 426-2069 

Area S ......... Meet ..... Apr. 21, Deltaville, VA 
Woody Davis (804) 758-3196, wordelldavis@aol.com 

Area C ...... ... Meet .. .. . July 14, Kalamazoo, MI 
Jim Crammond (734) 241-0549, jicaarr@yahoo.com 

Area S ... .... .. Meet .. ... July 14, Roanoke, VA 
Dennis Fisher (540)525-0481, dennis.fisher@cox.net 

Area R. ........ Meet ..... July 26-28 Avoca, NY 
Kathy Donnelly (800) 869-0695 

Area D ........ Meet ... .. July 29, Mt. Pleasant, IA 
Ed Chabal (319) 385-4710, echabal@hotmail.com 

Area E ......... Meet ..... August 5, Garfield Farm Museum, LaFox, IL 
George Cella, (630) 377-3646, geo38@sbcglobal.net 

Area F ... ..... . Meet ... .. Aug. 18, La Porte, IN 
Randy Brown (219) 324-0299, toolandtrade@frontier.com 

Area P ......... Meet ..... Aug. 26, Adamstown, PA 
DonStark, (717) 367-5207, Starkcd@aol.com 

Area Q ........ Meet ..... September 15, Raleigh, NC Ed Hobbs (919) 828-2754, 

hobbsed@portbridge.com 
Area E ......... Meet .... . Apr. 22, Macomb, IL 

George Wanan1aker (309) 836-6872, george@macomb.com Area D ········Meet ..... Oct. 14, Omaha, NE 
Lee Kallstrom (402) 981-0500, lee.kallstrom@ops.org 

Area K. ........ Meet ..... Apr 28, Eastwood, KY 
Gary R. Coleman (859) 223-8299, gary.coleman@insightbb.com Area S ··· ··· ··Meet .. ... Nov. 3, Broadway, VA, 

Vaughn Simmons, (540) 432-0617, dvs@beaglevalleyfarms.com 
Area M ... ..... Meet ..... May 5, Greenville, SC . . 

Dick Bradshaw, (864) 269-7423, bradshawtoolrnan@gmail.com Area E ......... Meet ..... Nov. 4, Carlinville, IL 

Area D ... ..... Meet .. ... May 6, Humboldt, IA 
LeRoy Witzel (515) 890-0262, witzel@goldfieldaccess.net 

Area P ........ . Meet ..... June 30, Adamstown, PA 
Don Stark, (717) 367-5207, Starkcd@aol.com 

Bob Terry (618)377-3421, drbob_44@hotmail.com 

Area Q ........ Meet ..... Nov. 10, Bethania, NC 
Robert Oehrnan (919) 858-8506, roehrnan@bellsouth.net 

Area N ........ Meet ..... Nov. 17, Panhandle Pioneer Settlement, Blountstown, FL 
Willard Smith (850) 674-2777, info@ppmuseum.org 

Dates must be cleared with Jim Crammond (734) 241-0549, jicaarr@yahoo.com 

Asheville, North Carolina - A Heavenly Place for Arts and Crafts 
by Judy Gambrel, Hostess 

Please join us at the Asheville show June 13-16, 2012. We have 
arranged a tour of the famous Biltmore Estate, the largest 
private home in America. Please look at their website 
http://www.biltmore.com and discover the fascinating history 
and collections housed in this fabulous French Chateau Estate. 
Tickets are limited for this tour. They will be available on a first 
come, first served basis. Please make your reservations early. 

The Ladies Auxiliary theme is "Heavenly Handiwork" because 
North Carolina is well known for the excellent hand work 
done by its residents. Many of our members are talented 
craftspeople. We hope you will plan a display of your own 
heavenly handiwork. 

Member Pam Howard will present a program on Friday night 
about the settlement schools, which were established in 
Appalachia in the early 20th Century to educate mountain folk 
in their isolated communities and help them earn a living with 
their crafts. She is the Resident Weaver of the John C. 

Campbell Folk School. Please see Pam's article in the 
Auxiliary section of this issue. 

Thursday night will be our traditional Show & Tell/Meet & 
Greet. Please bring something to share with the group so we 
can get to know each other better and share our knowledge 
and interests. We will also welcome first timers at this event. 

The Book Club selection is "Half Broke Horses" by Jeanette 
Walls. It is the story of the author's gutsy and resilient grand
mother Lily Casey Smith, who by age six was helping her father 
break horses. At 15, she left home to teach in a frontier town
riding 500 miles on her pony, to get to her job. Jeanette Walls 
takes us on a journey back to the early 1900s to see what life 
was like growing up out West, as Lily confronts everyday chal
lenges, stands her own ground, and becomes her own woman. 

We hope you will "weave" your way through the beautiful moun
tains of North Carolina and join us for this special meeting. 
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Chaff 
From The President, George Wanamaker 

I hope everyone had a good Holiday Season. 
Now we are approaching the get out and go sea
son again. The local meetings are getting started. 
The Peach Meet is one of the earliest. It is held 
in Madison, Georgia. If you have never been 
there you need to go. There are lots of tools and 
lots of friends. Check The Gristmill for a meet
ing near you. I am guessing there are a lot of 
members who have never been to a local meet
ing. You are missing a lot of fun. It is not just 
buying and/or selling tools. You meet others who are inter
ested in the same things you are. You will not do that at a 
flea market or any other place I can think of. Try just one 
local meeting. You and the members are why we have them. 

Once you have been to a local meeting you have a small 
version of a National meeting. If you have never been to 
one, you can not imagine the rush of seeing all those tools 
in one parking lot or one room. M-WTCA spends a lot of 
money to provide this convention to our members. It is 
my guess that less than half our members have ever been 
to a National meeting with M-WTCA. There are over 3300 

members and about 10% to 15% made it to each 
meeting. But 75 % or more of those attending are 
there on a regular basis. That means that a lot of 
members are missing out. We move them around 
the country to provide everyone a chance to 
drive a reasonable distance to come to one. 

I have heard people think the meetings are expen
sive. As a retired teacher, I will tell you our con
ventions are a minimum of $100 to register for one 
day. In M-WTCA, we give you three or four days, 

plus a banquet meal, a free display table, four nights of hos
pitality room with eats and drinks, a $10-15 table to sell 
from, a crowd of 300-350 interested buyers, and a three day, 
150 vendor flea market dealing almost exclusively in tools. 
All this for $60 or less. You can not find a better Convention 
for the price. If you are in or near the Southeast United 
States check out Ashville in June. Or if you are in or near the 
North Central states plan on Davenport, Iowa in late 
September. I guarantee you will love it! 

This is your Organization, these are your Conventions, 
come and enjoy. See you there! 

Committee Reports 
Membership 
by V.P. of Membership John Walkowiak 

Welcome new members! I am glad you have found Mid
West, and I hope you enjoy being a part of this tool collect
ing group as much as I do. Thanks to your interest, our 
membership numbers have risen a bit over last year, not an 
easy task Do not hesitate to ask your fell ow members ques
tions. We are happy to share what we know. All of you pres-

Elections 
by Hollis Feeser, VP Elections 

All of a sudden it is 2012. The new year is here and we all get a 
chance to reflect on the past and anticipate the coming months. 

For M-WfCA members, this year's activities are centered 
around the local Meets and the National Meetings planned for 
Asheville NC. and Davenport IA. The local Meets are very 
important as they are a means to get acquainted with fellow 
members, provide a means to display tools, view those special 
tools and provide a venue to buy and sell a wide range of them. 
The success of the local Meets is largely due to the Directors 
planning and involvement in the details such as invitations, site 
access, trade room set up, refreshments, and most importantly 
a welcome and friendly greeting to all attendees. The Directors 
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ent members, if you see someone new at your Area Meet, 
please make them feel welcome. They could very well be 
your new best friend. 

If anyone needs membership brochures, just contact me 
and I will get some to you. Have a great Spring and keep 
spreading the word about Mid-West. 

responsibilities are to oversee these details, asking fell ow 
members to assist where needed. This is not a difficult job. 

As I have said before, the Directors are the glue that holds the 
Association together. M-WfCA depends on the Directors. 
Think about it. Where would we be if not for the work of the 
Directors? I ask every member to consider running for 
Director and I ask every current Director to encourage and 
promote fell ow members to consider running for the posi
tion. It is not difficult. History shows that over 90% of the 
Directors run for a second term and that speaks for itself. 
M-WTCA needs Directors. Try it, you will like it. 
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Where One Tool Took Me 
by Dick Dickerson 

I started to collect antique tools around 1987. I did not lmow 
much about old tools but lmew I liked them. The few that I 
found in Wyoming only served to whet my appetite. Later, at 
an antique show in Laramie, an antique dealer had some 
tools and books. I bought the Barlow book 

A big surprise was that Middletown, CT. had tool makers in 
the 1800s. I lived there until 1971 but never had a thought 
about tools or toolmakers. I think the 0. A. Smith Factory in 
Rockfall was still standing in the 50s. It and most of the 
other old factories are now gone. This factory was on the 
Coginchaug River. Also along this stream was Baldwin Tool 
Co, Middletown Tool Co., Middlesex Mfg. Co., Starr Mfg. 
Co., the Arrowmammett Works, J. Tidgewell & Co., Grover 
& Young and Libby & Jordan. 

The Barlow book Tool Collectors Guide to Value, 1991, has 
a list of Tool Collectors Associations so I joined the M
WTCA. I received my membership card and information. I 
saw there was a local club in my area, The Rocky Mountain 
Tool Collectors Association. Joining a local club really 
helped with my tool collecting and lmowledge. 

The first Middletown tool I found was an Arrowmammett 
Works smooth plane, then a J. Tidgewell & Co. try square in 
an old tool chest. On a trip to Middletown I visited the 
Middlesex County Historical Society and got the names of 
eight to ten more makers. I did not record the reference but 

One More What's It 
by Gerry Miels 

I submitted the attached to our local paper (The Muncie Star 
Press) which runs a "Whatz It" every Sunday. The last 
Sunday is for an unlmown tool. This ran in the Dec. 27th 
issue and results are posted the next Sunday along with a 
new one. Here are some of the replies: slag pick, metal work
ing tool, body shop tool, tool used to split something open 
(well - YEAH), manual/hand reamer or countersink, cob
bler's tool, cabinet or 
furniture makers tool. 

Here are the specifics: 
head is 6 3/4'' long with 
a 1 1/4" ball (not really 
round), the pointed end 
has beveled edges on 
both sides, it is in pretty 
rough shape from rust 
etc; handle is wood and 
is 5 1/8" long, total length 
is 6 5/8", the handle is 

later found out it was the History of Middlesex County 
Conn. 1635-1885. J.B. Beers & Co. 

After ten years, I started to limit my collection to tools made 
in Middletown. However, the number of makers had 
increased to 30+. Now after years of research, the numbers 
are 26 individuals and 44 companies and growing. 

Now where did I find information on new makers? Articles 
from The Gristmill, The Chronicle, City Directories at the 
Russell and Godfrey Memorial Libraries, the Middlesex 
County Historical Society in Middletown, Google ebooks 
and others found on the WWW and other M-WTCA members. 

I am getting older so the big question is "What to do with my 
collection, including tools, books, maps, etc.?" It has about 
300 items. I did not want them dispersed. I talked with fellow 
M-WTCA member Erwin Sitkin a number of years ago. When 
he moved from Middletown, he donated his collection to the 
Connecticut State Library. What a great idea! 

On a trip to Middletown, I visited with the Director of the 
Middlesex County Historical Society. They will get my col
lection. Now when I visit Middletown, I can bring some 
tools with me. I will keep a sampling at home and transfer 
the rest there. I am also making a list so the Society and my 
family will lmow what is to be sent there. 

One tool find has lead me on a 25 year journey of enjoyment 
and discovery and my collection will lead others. 

split either from use or age, it is missing a ferrule; total 
weight is 9 oz. 

A friend who is a collector of hammers and the like, says it 
is probably used to split something by putting the pointed 
end on it and striking the ball end or just swing it like a ham
mer with the ball end providing extra 00mph. 
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Fall Meeting - Clowning Around in Baraboo, WI 
by Lorry Thorson 

A total of 314 members traveled to 
Baraboo, WI. for the Fall 2011 Semi
Annual Meeting of the Mid-West Tool 
Collectors Association. The meeting 
was held at the Ho-Chunk Hotel and 
Casino located midway between 
Baraboo and the Wisconsin Dells. 
Baraboo was the home of the Ringling 
Brothers (Ringling Circus) and the loca
tion of the Circus World Museum. 

The meeting started off with a special 
program Wednesday evening with pro
fessional clowns Greg and Karen 
DeSantos. Greg and Karen have over 30 
years of combined experience as prof es
sional clowns working across the coun
try and internationally. They continue to 
perform while also operating the Clown 
Hall of Fame and Museum located in 
Baraboo. During their program, Greg 
and Karen shared with us their experi
ences while they put on their makeup 
and clown costumes. While the program was scheduled for 
only one hour, they held the group's attention for close to 
two hours even after it was announced that the hospitality 
room had opened. This program was definitely a "crowd 
pleaser" and a highlight of the meeting. 

Speaking of hospitality, 
hats off once again to Mike 
and Sherri Stemple for 
managing the hospitality 
function and the many peo
ple who chipped in to help 
prepare the great treats. 

Tailgate trading started 
before sun-up on Thursday 
morning. By 9 AM a light 
rain brought an end to 
trading in the parking lot, 
so the guys moved inside 

and trading continued in the hotel ballroom. Baraboo, 
with its rich circus history, was the destination for two 
tours on Thursday. In the morning, shuttle buses ran 
between the hotel and the Al Ringling Theatre. The 
Theatre was built by Al Ringling in 1906. Magnificent and 
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richly designed in the style of Grand 
French opera houses, the Theatre is a 
masterpiece of European architecture. 
One of the greatest fears of circus own
ers and performers in the early 1900s 
was fire. That might explain why the 
theatre is made largely out of concrete. 

In the afternoon, shuttle buses took 
members to the Circus World Museum. 
One of the highlights of the museum 
was the opportunity to view the many 
ornate circus parade wagons on display 
at the museum. To view these up close 
and to see the workmanship that went 
into their construction is truly amazing. 
One can only imagine the awe and 
excitement of a young boy or girl in the 
early 1900s seeing these magnificent 
wagons rolling down the street carrying 
exotic animals, clowns and circus per
formers. The group also had the oppor-
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tunity to interact with Harold "Heavy" Burdick, who has 
been actively restoring these wagons for 30 years. 

On Thursday evening, Gary and Jim Hess, grandsons of 
Frank Hess Cooperage of Madison, WI. presented a pro
gram on the history of their grandfather's Cooperage, 
which at one time was the largest maker of white oak beer 
kegs in Wisconsin. Gary and Jim's presentation included 
the coopers tools and examples of how they were used. 
One thing of note was the passion they had for keeping the 

history and heritage of their grandfather and his cooperage 
business alive. After the program, Area B hosted an ice 
cream social as part of the hospitality function that has 
become a Wisconsin meeting tradition. The group quickly 
consumed eight pails of vanilla and chocolate ice cream 
topped with chocolate, butterscotch and caramel syrup. 

The men's theme of the meeting was "Boy's Tools and Tool 
Chests". Friday opened with outstanding displays (with 26 
men's and 10 auxiliary) in the trade room. There were 
ninety six (96) trade tables set up with a lot of trading 
activity. While hosting the meeting, I still found time to set 
up a trade table. While I can not speak for others, this was 
one of my best meetings from a sales perspective. Our 
Friday afternoon program featured Verlyn Mueller, 

Welcome to the 
Badger Ordnance Works 

President of Badger 
History Group. He 
presented the History 
of the Badger Army 
Ammunition Plant, 
which at one time 
was the world's 
largest manufacturer 
of gun powder and 
other ordinance 
explosives. Badger 

Army Ammunition Plant was located three miles south of 
Baraboo. Its construction was in progress prior to World 
War II but quickly increased with the bombing of Pearl 
Harbor in 1941. Today the buildings on the site are being 
removed and the land is being sold off. Verlyn and his 
group are working to save the history of this important 
site. We closed out Friday's activities with Bob Green serv-

ing as auctioneer with a great line up of items for auction, 
followed by a great hospitality room. 

Saturday started out with opening of the trade room fol
lowed by the What's It Session led by Stan Stevers and Jim 
Moffet. The What's It continues to draw a large group. The 
Board is investigating the purchase of its own PA system to 
further facilitate this popular program. 

Saturday afternoon had two men's programs scheduled. 
The first was rail car restoration by Richard Dipping from 
the Mid-Continent Railway Museum, which is located in 
Freedom, WI. approximately 11 miles from the hotel. 
Richard provided examples of the rail cars they have 
restored and the considerable ongoing attention the rail
cars require. The second program was a walking tour of 
the Badger Steam and Gasoline Engine Club grounds 
located approximately one mile from the hotel. Robert 
Coats, Club President and some of their members provid
ed a tour of the Club grounds, including the many build
ings on site that house steam and gasoline engines, other 
machines, and working shops. 

Prior to the Saturday programs the annual election of offi
cers for 2012 took place lead by past President Ray Nissen. 
The elected officers are as follows: 

President - George Wanamaker 
Vice President Meeting Planning - Robert Fields 
Vice President Elections - Hollis Feeser 
Vice President Scholarships - Mark Eastlick 
Vice President Membership - John Walkowaik 
Treasurer - Vaughn Simmons 
Secretary - Larry Thorson 

The meeting ended with the banquet and entertainment by 
magician Justin Crist. The hot apple dumplings with 
caramel sauce for dessert was the 
highlight of the evening. 

The Ho-Chunk facility proved to 
be a great choice for our meeting. 
The rooms, having been recently 
remodeled, were well received by 
the membership. There were plen
ty of activities, from spending 
time in the casino if you so chose, 
to the great programs and venues 
in the surrounding area. All in all I 
came away with the opinion that 
almost everyone, if not everyone, 
had a great time clowning around 
in Baraboo. 

Our Spring meeting will be June 
14-16 in Asheville, NC. with host Bob Fields. See you there. 
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Displays at the Baraboo, WI Fall Tool Meeting 
by Dick Bradshaw 

The theme for the displays at the Baraboo Meeting was 
"Boys Tools and Tool Chests". This theme provided the 
basis for a number of good displays which provided the 
judges a good choice to choose from. A total of 25 displays 
were exhibited, all of which attracted much interest from 
the meeting attendees. 

''Best of Show in Theme" 
Arthur Redinger, Tool Chests Through the Generations 

''Best One Tool" 
Gary Johnson, Cooper Kenosha Klosed Krotch Union 

Underwear Caliper 

''Fred Curry Award" and ''Peoples Choice Award" 
Larry Haas, Shadows of the Past 
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Special recognition goes to Larry Haas, who is a double 
award winner at this meeting. Larry took home the Fred 
Curry Award as well as the Peoples Choice Award. 
Although winners of two awards has occurred in the past, 
it is not a common occurrence. 

The theme for the June Meeting in Asheville, NC. is "Cabin 
Raising Tools". You have plenty of time before the meet
ing, so start planning now to bring a display to Asheville 
which is located in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North 
Carolina. There are a lot of you who have a great collec
tion of tools, so choose one or a table full to display and 
share with your fell ow tool collectors. They will be appre
ciative of your effort and will get much enjoyment in see
ing those tools normally sequestered in your tool room. 

I want to thank all who provided displays, as well as the 
many meeting attendees who visited and showed interest 
in the displays. Congratulations to all of the award win
ners. I would also like to thank Martin Donnelly for provid
ing the prizes for the Peoples Choice Award ballot draw
ing. The winners were Merrill Schmidt and Jim Bramel. 

''Best of Show Out of Theme" 
Tom Lamond, Double Bit Axes 

''Most Unusual" 
Gary Kane, Who Would be Stupid Enough 

to Buy This Tool? 
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John Ferreira, Engraving Machines 
patented by William S. Eaton 

George Wanamaker, Building Sets 
of the 20th Century 

JUDGES CHOICE AWARDS 

Ralph Luck, Big Chief 

Morris Olson, Miniature Workshop 

Wayne Michael, Tools for 
Future Collectors 

Lee Osterbauer, Stanley 142 Years 
of Quality Tools 

Jack Devitt, Pliers & Plier Like Tools 

George Elsass, Handrail Planes 
& Shaves 

Bob Nelson, The Stanley 
Shuttle Planes 

Steve McNulty, Phelps 
Patternmakers Tools 
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Autumn in Area D - From Raisin Seeders to Reverse Eagle Disstons 
by Lee Kallstrom 

An outstanding turnout at our October 9 Meet 
brought more tools to look at, talk about, and 
buy/trade/sell than I have seen for some time. 
Our hall was full. There were four excellent displays with 
variety and uniqueness not seen in some time. By 8:00 am 
tools were trading hands as quickly as they were brought 
to the tables. Our hosts were Sally and Fred Leu and Rose 
and Al Fetty. Food and goodies were brought and shared 
by others. The organization and contributions by mem
bers make these Meets one of the most anticipated occa
sions of the year. 

We had at least two dozen tables packed with all sorts of cool 
toys. Bill Moore brought so many tools, he employed some 
help to keep things going smoothly. It was difficult to get 
around to all the tables before the second and third group of 
tools were unpacked and brought out to keep the tables full. 
After three hours of great buying, selling, and conversation, 
we gathered for the What's-It and display presentations. 

Marvin Bales and Jim Shald led our What's-It and had an 
outstanding 50% success rate. This is impressive consider
ing the uniqueness of the tools that were brought. The 
involvement of the group as always, was stupendous. 
Members of the audience often joined in the presentation 
to demonstrate the how-to of the What's-Its. 
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Susan Wetzel brought the most amazing group of raisin seed
ers for all to see. This example, probably the most embel
lished, is from Czechoslovakia and stands six inches tall. 
Most of these seeders were sold before 1900, when seedless 
raisins became commercially produced. I never even 
thought about how important this type of tool would be for 
baking quality raisin pies. See, you learn something new at 
every tool Meet. 

Jim Allen brought a very cool group of Disston saws 
from the 1840s and 50s, that featured many unique 
characteristics including reverse eagle medallions 
and interesting 
blade marks. 
These brought a 
great deal of 
attention from 
the membership. 

Wayne Oestreich 
brought a unique 
group of inter
esting patented 
tools that com
bined compo
nents with com
plicated systems 
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to complete simple tasks. One very neat combination tool 
was this framing square patented by Herman W. Scott of 
Gardiner, Maine. This is one of those "You could build a 
house with this tool". 

We finished the Meet with a fine luncheon and a very brief 
meeting and of course some door prizes. 

Our next Meet will be on April 15th and October 14th, 2012. 
We hope to have some take-home surprises for all and more 
and more tools. Hope to see you there. 

Area E Carlinville, IL 
by Bob Terry 

The 30th annual George F. Alton Swap-O-Rama Tool Meet 
took place on a cool clear morning Nov. 6, 2011 in beautiful 
Carlinville, IL. There were fewer members in attendance 
this year compared to last year but the hall was full of tools 
and traders having a good time. Display tables were free 
and there were four great displays set up. Thanks to the 
guys for their hard work on the displays. 

There was a good assortment of tools provided by dealers 
for the auction. Once again thanks to Robert Green for call
ing the auction. 

Many thanks to the ladies for their help at the reception 
desks, in the kitchen, with the auction results, room set up 
and clean-up. The meeting would not happen without their 
help. We had member applications available and some of 
the guests showed interest in joining M-WTCA. 

Co-hosts Jim Ballinger and I were very happy with the 
turn out. We hope to see you at the Fall 2012 meeting in 
Carlinville. 

The Quest for the Origins of the 'Helix' 
by James Goodson 

The obscure little book 
'One Good Tum' by author 
Witold Rybczynski was an 
enjoyable adventure into 
his efforts to discover the 

Celtic bronze pendant x 14mm earliest evidence of the 
helix design as applied to screws and fasteners. 
Asked by the editors of the New York Times to 
write an essay for the upcoming 21st century 
identifying the best tool of the millennium 
based on his "intimate knowledge of the tool 
box", his selection (actually his wife's!) of the 
screw (helix design) as his topic led him step 
by step backward through time as he investi
gated the water screw of Archimedes and 
Leonardo's sketches for carving wood screws. 
His humorous accounts of juggling bits of infor
mation into structural fact are apparently typi
cal of his style of writing and the challenge led 

him further and further back to at least the period of the 
Egyptians and the Greeks. He noted that although the 

Romans were quite skilled at ironwork, they left no writings 
or evidence of having used threaded fasteners. "One of the 
finest cultural and architectural historians, Rybczynski ren
ders a graceful, original, and engaging portrait of the tool 
that changed the course of civilization". 

Here presented are photos of what is not a threaded fastener 
but in fact a Celtic ( c. 700 BC to early AD) bronze pendant in 
the shapely form of a helix. Was this invention of great enough 
relevance that it was prominently displayed on jewelry at this 
early time? It would seem that as much land and as many 
cities and townships as the Romans expanded upon, this won
drous invention would have become well inducted into their 
technology. Perhaps they found the riveting and clenching of 
'clavos' styled nails more decorative and permanent. 

I have always been curious as to the origins of the screw 
(mechanical application of the helix) as a fastener. The con
tinuity of its historical relevance uncovered by Witold gives 
depth and historic meaning to this little device and my for
tune in obtaining this tiny bronze example lets me experience 
up close the archaic origins of its developmental lineage. 
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Richardson Brothers Back Saw Type Study Late 1850s - 1890 
by Philip Baker 

This work is an attempt to aid the owner of a 
Richardson hacksaw to find the date it was 
made. I have not found a source that provides 
this information. Existing records indicate 
Richardson Bros. of Newark, New Jersey began 
production in 1866 and ceased in 1890 when 
Henry Disston & Sons acquired the Firm. It was 
a time span of 24 years. However C. & W. C. 
Richardson Co. were operating 1859-1865. 
Although listed as two different companies in 
records the principals are the same. Therefore 
the study covers 1859-1890. 

In 187 4 a publication on The Industrial Interests of 
Newark, NJ. William F. Ford states that Christopher 
Richardson is the sole proprietor of Richardson Bros. 
since the death of his brother William (no date). 

Christopher was the driving force of the Company. He had 
the technical skills and desire for innovation. In 1867 he 
received two patents, an Apparatus For Tempering Steel 
Plates (Pat. #65,946 and another for Improvement in Hand
Saw Frames (Pat. #65,94 7). 

PHOTO COURTESY OF 
KEN VLIET--DANIELSVILLE, PA 

A first type C.&W.C. Richardson label screw featuring a 
Beaver is known on two hand saws, but not on a back saw 
yet. Photo # 1- The "flying eagle" that follows will be used 
until the Maltese Cross label screw Ca. 187 4. 

#2-Photo is a C.&W.C. RICHARDSON mark Ca. 1862 on a 
heavy brass back in an arch. An* and Newark, NJ. is under. 
CAST STEEL. Note the long two inch nose. Beneath the 
hook terminating the chamfer are two scarfs ( shallow slice 
cuts) on each side and connected across the top. Double nibs 
between horns top and bottom. NOTE the BUBBLE under 
the nose which will be retained until the underside of the 
handles beautiful carving (photo 3) is eliminated when the 
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Maltese Cross label screw begins. Note the label screw is the 
"flying eagle" and is marked RICHARDSON BROTHERS. 
The banner in the eagles claws is marked CHALLENGE. RX 
B is beneath the eagle. It has a beech wood handle. 

#4--Top of the line 8 11 brass back Ca 1866. NOTE: 
RICHARDSON'S with an apostrophe is in a straight line on 
the brass back. The apostrophe will be used until the back 
is marked in the form of an arch. Back is marked SPRING 
STEEL and EXTRA. Both marks continue throughout the 
study, unless otherwise noted, until the back is no longer 
marked. It has a beech wood handle. 
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#5--RICHARDSON'S mark in straight line Ca. 1868. PAT 
APL'D FOR with no date, marked in wood under hook 
(first time) and scarfs. I have not researched what patent 
this would could relate to. It is before the 1867 
Washbourne Patent. CHANGE: apple wood is now used for 
handles and will continue. NOTE: Richardson made saws 
for many dealers in tools. There are five in the collection 
and all are top of the line tools with apple wood, spring 
steel etc. This blade has been shortened. 

© 
#6--A open handle steel back Ca. 1868 that is the same as 
#5 except it does not have the brass back. PAT. APL'D FOR 
marked in wood. 

#7--RICHARDSON is no longer in a straight line minus 
the S- now an arch-Ca. 1869. Extra (for reasons 
unknown) is now vertical one inch beyond the warrant
ed mark that is right of the arch. Note: scarfs ( a New 
Hampshire wood butcher term) and bubble with double 
nibs between handle horns remain. LAST TYPE WITH 
PAT APL'D FOR. 

#8--Like #7 except BACK IS MARKED #5 Ca. 1870. NO 
OTHERS IN STUDY ARE SO MARKED. PAT APL'D FOR is 
gone. Extra is vertical same location. 1867 PATENT DATE 
NOT USED YET-SEE #9. 
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#9-No markings on brass back Ca. 1871. There is a faint 
oval floral etching,-RICHARDSON is across the top and 
through the center CHALLENGE and DIAMOND. Bottom 
line not readable. Below the etching #7 is clearly marked. 
Under the handle #5 is stamped. LAST TYPE WITH 
UNDERSIDE OF HANDLE CARVED. Last full spelling of 
BROTHERS on label screw. 1867 WASHBOURNES 
PATENT NOW ON LABEL SCREW. 

#IO-RICHARDSON S Ca. 1872. (Space for but no apostro
phe) in a low arch fine etching. Beneath, in the etching, is 
the banner having the FIRST USE OF THE MALTESE 
CROSS. To the left of the cross (in the banner) is R to the 
left to the right is B . Spring steel, warranted and extra are 
in the etching. Until now there have been small double nibs 
on top and bottom horns. This type has single rounded 
nibs top and bottom of the handle. Back is not marked. 
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#11-RICHARDSONS (no apostrophe) IMPROVED Ca. 1874 
in low arch etching. A banner under has the Maltese Cross 
centered. In addition there is BACK SAW, EXTRA, SPRING 
STEEL, and WARRANTED plus Newark, NJ. Two fine nibs 
are back between the horns top and bottom of the handle. 
NOSE IS NOW CURVED DOWNWARD (half round) and 
the MALTESE CROSS is the new label screw. NOTE: there 
are five HASH MARKS between each leg of the cross. 1867 
WASHBOURNE'S PATENT ON THE LABEL SCREW. This 
is the last of the hook which is different than the others. 
Where the saws back stops at the handle there is a 1/2 11 rise 
(cove) before a slightly smaller hook This type is shown in 
THE NATIONAL SAW Co. catalog of 1895 as a #5 or #6. 
Looks like older pictures have been used from an earlier 
date. This has been before in other catalogs. THIS IS THE 
LAST MODEL WITH SPLIT NUTS. 

# 12-The Richardson Firm in the 1880s was making saws 
for a great many dealers. The earliest one in the collection 
is an open handle having a common type eagle screw ( only 
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one in the collection) with the 1867 patent date. This saw 
has a bubble under the nose and a heavy nib top and bot
tom of the handle. A great banner etching for the George 
Lerch & Co. of Reading, PA. Looks like it was made about 
the same time as #11. 

#13--RICHARDSONS IMPROVED Ca. 1872. It is in a very 
faint etching that includes spring steel and warranted. #5 
is stamped below. The HOOK IS GONE and it is the LAST 
OF THE BUBBLE. Scarfs are still there but are not con
nected across the top. The nose is shorter and the tip 
angled more. At the heal of the saw where the teeth begin, 
there has been an angular section filed flat before the 
teeth start. This is common. If the saw has been filed a 
great deal the angular section may no longer exist. 
Richardson is now using A NICE CIRCULAR CURVE at 
this point and will continue to do so. SOME EXCEPTIONS 
are found on saws made for other companies. LARGE 
NIBS are now in the design. 

#14-8 11 Ca. 1876. Back has Richardson in arch over Newark 
with spring steel on left and warranted on right. FIRST 
TIME THE BACK IS MARKED AND WILL CONTINUE. 
Made for Burhanes & Black Syracuse, NY. LABEL SCREW 
NOW ON SURFACE. (not recessed). Now seven hash 
marks on the label screw. Heel of the blade is and will con
tinue to be rounded. Single nib design will continue. 1867 
patent date will continue on label screws until the screws 
rim becomes more rounded. Steel backs will show their 
lower edge at the blade to have little bevel. 

#15--Richardson brass back Ca. 1878. The nose continues 
to have the lower side rounded. New type screws after 
split nuts continue to retain the narrow shanks of the pre
vious type screws. Sticker on handle reads-BEWARE OF 
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IMITATIONS-GENUINE SPECIAL and more that has been #17-MECHANICS PRIDE model Ca. 1879-the blade has a 
lost. Nice cUIVe of the blade at the heel of this saw that has large oval floral etching. RICHARDSON at the top, 
seen little sharpening. MECHANICS PRIDE through the center, WARRANTED TO 

#16-RICHARDSON BROS. Ca. 1878. 1867 patent date on 
label screw. Steel back has RICHARDSON in an arch, 
Newark, NJ. under and EXTRA above. Spring steel and war
ranted bracket the arch. Screw shanks remain narrow. Single 
nib at top horn. The toothed edge of the blade extends far 
into the lower part of the handle on this one that is quite rare. 
Harvey Peace model PERFECTION- P4 7 is similar and is not 
common. Seven hash marks continue on label screw. 
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CUT SMOOTH on bottom line. This NO SET brass back is 
marked with the RICHARDSON arch, spring steel, extra, 
and warranted. The handle has the first FULL ROUNDED 
NOSE-ROUNDED NOSE WILL CONTINUE TO THE END. 
1867 patent date on label screw, narrow screw shanks are 
still in. Using apple wood for the handle. 

#18-The ONLY saw in the collection marked CAST STEEL. 
Ca. 1880. The only saw where EXTRA and SPRING STEEL 
is not used. #5 is stamped in the blade under the handle on 
this steel back 1867 PATENT USED FOR LAST TIME. 
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#19-Typical marks on this steel back The LABEL SCREW 
NOW HAS A HIGHER MORE PROMINENT RING on it's 
border-Ca. 1884. The 1867 patent date is gone. The Maltese 
Cross on the label now has THREE EQUAL LENGTH 
HASH MARKS BETWEEN LEGS OF THE CROSS. The 
back or spine at the juncture where it meets the blade lacks 
little or no bevel. SCREWS NOW HAVE HEAVY SHANKS. 
This saw made for Chandler & Barber 15-17 Eliot St. 
Boston. Dealers in hardware and mechanics tools. It is typ
ical of Richardson Bros. work Ca. 1885. There seems to be 
little difference, if any, between saws made for other busi
nesses than those sold by the parent company. 

#20-Saw has a Richardson label screw with nothing on the 
back or spine. Ca. 1887--The faint etching is for Patterson 

Bros. New York EAIA lists them as a probable saw maker. 
There is another Patterson Bros. in the collection, also 
with a poor etching different than the previous one that 
has a warranted superior label screw. Both saws have a 
shorter full rounded nose of saws made in Ca. 1887. 

#21--Another later style is Richardson Bros. Ca. 1888. The 
label screw retains three hash marks. The etching makes 
it a TRUE BLUE having spring steel, patent tempered, 
patent ground, and fully warranted. Saws made for other 
companies still seem to be of the same high quality found 
in a top line Richardson saw, made for the Kinney Co. 
Binghamton, NY. 

The NATIONAL SAW COMPANY of Newark, NJ published 
a catalog in 1895 indicating that Henry Disston & Sons 
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acquired the firms of Richardson Bros., Wheeler, Madden 
& Clemson, Harvey Peace, and Woodrough & McParlin in 
1890 forming The National Saw Co. I believe that all saws 
in the study are prior to 1890. 

Richardson records show they made several secondary 
saw models. At this time I know of only one second type 
used in their hacksaw line which is J.H. Noble. The date 
that the J.H. Noble model was introduced by Richardson 
Bros. is unknown at this time. My guess is Ca. 1870-1872. 

#22-A J.H. Noble Ca 1875. It has warranted superior eagle 
label screw with 1867 patent date, split nuts, 1011 blade and 
beech handle. There is a good etching on the blade having 
a Maltese Cross with No. on the left and 1 on the right. J.H. 
NOBLE is arched over the cross. Under the cross (cast 
missing) is STEEL and WARRANTED. All the earmarks of 
a lower quality saw. The nose is rounded lower side simi
lar to photo # 14. 
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#23--J.H. Noble--Ca. 1880 with a 611 blade. Faint etching sim
ilar to #23. Screw shanks are now heavier than those of the 
split nut era. 

There are three other J.H. NOBLES in the collection that I 
feel do not fall into the category of 2nd line saws. This has 
led me to believe it is possible that there was a firm by the 
name of J.H. Noble prior to the use of the Noble name as 
the Richardson 2nd line hacksaw. My reasons for arriving 
at this will be illustrated in the following photos. 

#24--The earliest Ca. 1857-1860 is marked on the back J.H. 
NOBLE in an arch. Below the arch is cast steel and a mark 
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that indicates warranted. A fine beech handle with great 
horns and relatively short nose is fastened to the 12" blade 
with three 1/2" warranted superior label screws with 
eagles having split nuts. No patent dates on this saw. It is 
well made, top shelf. 

#25-- This 1211 tool has a nicely styled beech handle with a 
short nose and split nuts. The warranted superior label 
screw has Washboumes 1867 Patent. There is a great floral 
etching of J.H. NOBLE1S (note apostrophe) in a shallow 
arch. EXCELSIOR is beneath. In a banner left to right is 
SPRING STEEL, SAW, AND WARRANTED. The number 1 
is below SAW. Excelsior and spring steel in a beautiful 
etching, again, indicate top drawer quality it would seem. 

#26--An 8 11 version of #26 Ca. 1868 (my guess). Split nuts 
have the 1867 patent date. The blade etching is the same as 
#26. When one gets in this deep it is nice to have more than 
one example. I will let my fellow saw collectors be the 
JURY on this one. 

"The Manufacturer and Builder" in 1891 on the Richardson 
Brothers Saw Works quote, Their product consists of pony 
and rip saws, buck saws, and in fact every style of saw 
used by carpenters. A distinctive feature of their saws is 
the fact that every saw is ground tapering to the back, 
therefore requiring very little set, making a neat, clear cut 
with perfect ease to the operator. The shape of the handle 
is such and the method of hanging it well forward on the 
blade brings the user nearer to his work and the weight of 
the saw nearer his wrist thus making the hang lighter in 
their hand without that "heavy at the points" feeling so 
often the complaint among carpenters. These features, 
with the additional "fifth rivet" in the handle making it 
strong just where most other saw handles break are the 
secrets of the great success of the Richardson saws over 
all others, and the reason they are a general favorite with 
all carpenters as well as with the general user. 

Background-- There are 546 back saws in the collection. 
Second line saws will not be marked spring steel, London 
spring or extra. Cast steel may be found on name brands as 
well as many 2nd line models. Etchings in the USA came 
into use Ca. 1865. Initially on 1st line saws most were deep
er and more elaborate than lesser models. As the 20th 
Century approached the quality of all etchings diminished. 
Nibs between the horns of handles varied but will rarely be 
found on lesser saws. 

PLEASE NOTE-approximate dates I have used are just that
-approximate. Richardson Bros. business records are 
known. Records of changes in saw design that have been 
illustrated seem to be non existent. Also, the J .H. Noble Firm 
may have not shut their operation down until Ca. 1869 (there 
are no records of their operation) and it could have been 
about that time Richardson Bros. adopted their name. At 
present I have 76 unlisted makers that I hope to whittle down 
when I get off the land line internet. Richardson registered 
the Maltese Cross as their Trade Mark in1878 but they were 
using it before then. See Photo #10 that I have dated 1872. 
Note: Disston used the Keystone well before registering it. 

The nose used by the Richardsons, to start with, is the 
most pronounced of all makers. Through their production 
period they modified it more than others. Other makers 
that I know of to use the nose are # 1 I.Atkins Ca.1848 of 
Bristol, CT.--#2 Underwood, New York Ca.1848--#3 
Carrington Ca. 1855--,#4 Woodrough & McParlin Ca. 1858-
-#5 H & C Co. New York Ca. 1860-

#6 Boynton, E. M. Ca. 1860, Peace makes a total of seven 
using the nose that I know of. Can someone add to the list? 

Comments are always welcome. Give me an "atta-boy" or 
straighten me out. 

Wiktor Kuc, M-WTCA member, supplied the history of 
Richardson Bros. used in the study. 
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Lest We Forget 
by Bob Roger 

Lest We Forget is a series of short articles, each about a 
tool or implement that was once a common household, 
farm, or trade necessity, but whose use or existence may 
soon be forgotten. 

Carriage Keys & Floor Board Wrenches 

Figure 1. Some carriage keys and .floorboard wrenches 

Carriage keys and floor board wrenches all have a square 
cross-section and tapering sides and were sometimes includ
ed with other tools such as a corkscrew, knife, whistle, or 
can opener. Unless marked or having some other clue, they 
are very difficult or even impossible to tell apart. They are 
essentially the same tool with different names and uses. 
Figure 1 shows five examples, the longest (E) being 4½ inch
es. They were usually carried in the pocket so folding exam
ples were made in addition to the classic "T" shape. Example 
A has folding handles and D includes a corkscrew that folds. 
I know that B is a floor board wrench and C is a carriage key. 

Carriage keys 

For the privileged, 
travel during the 
Victorian era was usu
ally by ship, horse
drawn carriage, or rail 
carriage.Passageways 
on the ship and 
in railroad car Figure 2. An interior-mount latch 

riages/ coaches were tight and 
doors to most private compart
ments or staterooms did not have 
exterior knobs or handles. An 
exterior door handle on a horse
drawn carriage would often get 
muddy during the trip, and there
fore exterior handles were not 
always used on them either. To 
open a handle-less door latch, the Figure 3. Mortise latches 

porter would insert his 'key' into the square opening (left 
vacant by the missing handle and shaft), turn it to release 
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the bolt or catch, and open the door. A handle might be used 
on the interior of the door to provide easy exit, or a sliding 
lever or a carriage key might be used. On horse-drawn car
riages there might have been a leather flap or other cover on 
the outside to keep the mud out of the latch hole. 

The latch in Figure 2 is what an interior-mounted latch 
might look like with no handle and a sliding deadbolt. These 
doors were thin, so reaching through the door to an interior 
latch hole was not a problem for the key. The two in Figure 
3 are mortise latches that also could have been used. 
Figures 4-6 show three British patent drawings for latches 
that use carriage keys. The 1931 patent is for a sliding door 
on a railway carriage (the British term for a rail coach). 

Because the opening to the latch is square, the 'key' was usu
ally a very simple tapered square shaft and it was sometimes 
combined with another implement 
needed by the porter, such as a 
corkscrew. These keys became 
known as carriage keys. Example 
C in Figure 1 is marked "MIDLAND 
RAILWAY'' and "JONES & FOS
TER". Midland Railway operated in 
England from 1844-1922. 

Floor board wrenches 

The floors of early automobiles 
and trucks had access ports to get 
to batteries, linkages, and other 
mechanical parts for lubrication 
and maintenance. Those access 
ports were covered with hatches 
that had simple hasps or catches 
to keep them closed. Many of 
those catches had square open
ings that accepted a square key or 
wrench to twist them open. 
Those wrenches were called floor 
board wrenches, and they look 
just like carriage keys. A gentle
man driving his "Olds" would 
carry one in his pocket 'just in 

Figure 4. 1898 patent 
GB189715196 

Figure 5. 1921 patent 
GB167851 

case', along with his ------------, 

'Prestolite' key/wrench 
(maybe a topic for a future 
'Lest'). Example Bin Figure 1 
is a floor board wrench identi
cal to one offered in a 
Beckley-Ralston Co. catalog. 
Beckley-Ralston was a distrib
utor of automotive parts and 
supplies and sold a line of 
wrenches (including item B) 
from about 1900 to 1920. 

FrG.4. 

Figure 6. 1931 patent 
GB363274 
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An Update on the Stanley "Forty-Five" Combination Plane 
by David E. Heckel 

It has been ten years since the publication of my 
book The Stanley ''Forty-Five" Combination 
Plane in 2002 and only two additional items of 
information have surfaced in those ten years. 
The first is the yellow cardboard, metal cornered box 
with the marking No. 45P on the label. This box has to 
be the last method of packaging for the plane before the 

~lo••' No. 45P Iii.It rnuo•NATION 

discontinuance 
of production. 
This type of box 
was used in the 

All's Well that Ends Well 
by Bill Kolm 

The December issue of The Gristmill ran an ad from mem
ber Ralph Giddens who had a collection of masons tools 
looking for a home. Member Richard Byrne suggested the 
American College of the Building Arts in Charleston, SC. 
The tools now have a new home there where they can help 

Tool Family Trees 
by Bob Roger 

Figure 1 shows two related tools. The left 
end of the top tool attaches to a seven foot 
pole, making the entire tool nine feet long. 
The 1 3/8-inch diameter pole is also made to 
accept a tapered screw-in part or extension 
that I do not have. I did not fully understand 
their relationship to each other and to me until I found 
the patent for one of them. Then the story came together. 

early 1960s. This should be added to page 64 under the 
box types. 

The other bit of information is the existence of a complete 
set of 12 early Type 1 Special Reeding Cutters. They have 
no notches or cutter number on them and are circa 1886 
to 1894. The cutters are in three sizes, 1/8", 3/16", and 1/4"; 
in 2, 3, 4, and 5 reeds. The cutters shown here should 
replace those shown in Fig. 78 on page 111. 

I have been very gratified by all of the reference use of my 
book and all of the positive feedback that I have received 
over these last ten years regarding the Stanley 45 plane. 

educate the next generation of craftspeople. Ralph wants 
to thank The Gristmill, President George Wanamaker and 
Richard Byrne for making Ralph's desire to keep the tools 
together at a new home come true. 

Figure 1. Afamuy tree with Connecticut root;s 

Answers on page 23. 
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You Can't Hear it Coming if it Doesn't Make a Sound 
by James Goodson 

~-,_~, -~ I<_,' -~ 
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The Historic Houston Heights 
District I spent most of my 
adult life a part of, has strug
gled through much of its 
lengthy century (plus) long 
existence. From the shining 
pinnacle of a planned commu
nity by the turn of the 20th 

century to balancing on the cusp of degradation half a 
century later, its grandeur over the last few decades now 
promises to rise once again however like the Phoenix 
from smoldering ashes. Along with these roller coaster 
changes much has passed through this community from 
the grandiose to the mundane and on occasion, these 
pieces may still be found lost within the mire of local junk 
and antique shops. 

A free morning always used to find me out the door as 
soon as the coffee was poured. One particular morning 
placed me on a corner where the traffic light marked the 

beginning of one of the 
neighborhood's earliest 
commercial districts. 
Here a few of the origi
nal old worn structures 
had given refuge to 
various basic resale 
businesses. Two were 
antique/junk shops set 
side by side and though 
rarely did they produce 
something of interest 
for me, a couple of 
times I was able to turn 
up something special. 
That morning I had not 
entered the doorway to 

the first shop, when I came upon an extremely primitive 
wooden 'crank and roller' mechanism. Its base was of 
something akin to root stock and showed extreme wear 
from what appeared to be the effects of continuously 
rushing water. Dripping with primitive appeal, I picked 
it up and could 
feel the smoothness 
of the wood from 
constant handling. 
The most outstand
ing and attractive 
feature had to be its 
twin gear mecha
nism which was 
made from a pair 
of twisted vine 
segments extending 
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just past the rollers and let 
through the frame. Looking like a 
miniature washtub roller for 
squeezing water out of freshly 
washed clothes, I knew it was 
something different for there 
was little wear to the center por
tion of the rollers. The story 
given was that it was reputedly 
for separating the cotton seed 
from the cotton. An early cotton 
gin of sorts? I was not convinced 
but had no conceivable alterna
tive so I waited for another to 

turn up. I found another years later and though not identi
cal, it was very very similar and obviously used for the 
same purpose. There was no explanation forthcoming 
with this one either so I was little further along with any 
sort of recognition but at least I had established that there 
were others. More years went by and I came across one in 
Germany on an e-bay auc
tion. The owner challenged 
anyone to venture a guess as 
to what the piece was and 
later stated that it was for 
crushing the straw used in 
making straw hats. That 
would satisfy my curiosity 
but if there is more insight 
into the function of this 
wooden device, please for
ward it along and the quest 
will continue once again. 

In a battered barrel full of odds and ends in another 
antique shop in the Heights I once pulled out an 18th c. 
hand saw the proprietor was still putting to use frequent
ly around the shop. Also from that barrel came an old dirty 
level which was encased in a mass of wax at one end. I 
could spot some bits of brass exposed around the perime
ter of the wax so paid the $5.00 for it and another $5.00 for 
the saw. The level would take a lot of washing and clean
ing to reveal what it was and the wax had to be removed 
as well. Smiling from underneath was the brass mecha
nism of a rare Stanley #32 Plumb, level and Inclinometer! 
... Nice to know the tool gods live in my neighborhood! 
(Keith Mansfield ... if you are here reading this I still owe 
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you lunch for your contribution to this find when we ever 
actually cross paths again! ... JG). 

Prying myself up off the couch after a long Sunday after
noon nap, I shook it off and decided to head to Heights 
Boulevard where a friend had a really nice and eclectic 

antique shop with espe
cially interesting things 
to investigate. I had no 
more than pulled into his 
parking lot when I spied 
his son unloading their 
trailer after another buy
ing trip to the upper East 
Coast. In a pile of parts 
on the porch lay the 
pieces of an elaborately 
cast treadle jig saw 
frame. It was one of two I 
could recall that were so 
beautifully cast and I set 
about inventorying the 
pieces and mentally 
assembling them into the 

Tool Family Trees Answers 
by Bob Roger 

In 1630 William Gaylord arrived in Nantucket from 
England and eventually moved to East Windsor, CTI. His 
great-grandson, William Gaylord, moved to Woodbury, CT 
in 1706 and then to New Milford, CT in 1712, becoming the 
18th settler to arrive in New Milford2

• 

In 1639 Arthur Bostwick arrived in Stratford, CT from 
England, becoming one of the first 17 settlers of 
Stratford3

• I am a direct descendant of that Arthur 
Bostwick. In the fall of 1 707 Arthur's grandson, John, 
moved north up the Housatonic River to become New 
Milford's second settler. The settlers built on the east side 
of the Housatonic River and lived in harmony with the 
Indians from whom they had purchased the land and who 
lived on the west side of the river. My wife and I were both 
born in New Milford and went to school there. 

William Gaylord built his house directly across the nar
row town green from John Bostwick and by 1713 they 
were both serving as town officers. By 1721 the town 
had 25 settlers and decided a school was needed. John 
and William and a third settler formed a committee to 
hire a schoolmaster. 

correct form. It was complete (less the blower and drill) 
and I readily paid the somewhat modest price and hauled 
it back to my shop. The Fleetwood treadle saw was one 
of the most ornate models ever made and the floral cast
ing flowing throughout its frame is nothing short of a 
work of art in itself. The repainted surfaces were grainy 
and flaking so I primed and repainted the saw. The table 
surface was painted black so I spent an hour stripping it 
and a beautiful slab of black walnut came vividly to life. I 
followed suit on the foot plate board stripping and scrap
ing for almost an hour ... plywood! The tool gods are real
ly fickle sometimes! 

Today, relics of the past are harder to procure from these 
establishments and the development of these historic 
districts though relying on their history and backgrounds 
to attract, promote great changes toward future progress 
and its developmental reforms. History still lives there 
but it struggles to breathe. Perhaps one of the greatest 
privileges we have at our fingertips today is the ability to 
enjoy bits and pieces of history whose tangible evidence 
allow us to step back through time and virtually experi
ence the past. 

In Connecticut, a town is a large area comprised of sever
al villages. New Milford is the name of the central village 
and also the surrounding town. In 1725 William decided to 
move from the village a few miles north and become the 
first settler at the north end of the town along the 
Housatonic River, in an area that today is named 
Gaylordsville, CT. 

William died in 17 43 but his descendants continued to 
populate the north end of the town along with other set
tlers. In 1803 the first bridge was built across the river 
there and was known as Gaylord's Bridge. In 1807 a dam 
was built a short distance above the bridge4, probably by 
John Wilkinson, and in 1813 Peter Gaylord purchased a 
1/3 share of the dam. He built a gristmill on the east bank 
and Homer Gaylord built a sawmill on the west side. The 
second floor of the sawmill contained a factory that made 
hubs, spokes and other wagon parts and eventually a 
patented grapple used by fishermen. 

In 1819 William Roberts settled there and built a woolen 
mill just below the sawn1ill and I believe he eventually 
owned both of the mills. Just south of the woolen mill was 
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a blacksmith shop and knife factory. Knives bearing the 
marks of "Marsh & Taylor" and "Taylor & Company" were 
made there. 

Figure 2, from Flynn's bookl, shows the dam with the 
sawmill to the left. The second floor windows indicate 
the home of the fisherman's grapple shown in Figure 1. 
Marsh & Taylor's original forge would have been to the 
left of the photo. 

Figure 2. The sawmill and woodworking shop at the daml . 

In 1836 the Housatonic Railroad was chartered to run 60 
miles up the river from Brookfield ( a few miles below 
New Milford) to Canaan5

• By 1840 it had reached New 
Milford village, and by 1842 it reached Canaan. Sylvanus 
Merwin, who had owned the land the railroad needed for 
their route along the river, required in his contract with 
them that they build a station at Gaylord's Bridge and 
name it Merwinsville. The station was completed in 1843 
and it held that name for perhaps 40 years. 

Speaking of names, Roger Sherman ( of Declaration of 
Independence fame) had a shoemaking shop just south of 
the village from 1846-1848. 

A postmaster musical chairs story provides additional 
information about the official name of the village. The 
post office was established there in May 1826 and Peter 
Gaylord was appointed postmaster. He named it Gaylord's 
Village. In 1838 Sylvanus Merwin was appointed postmas
ter. In 1840 he was reappointed and renamed it Ousatonic. 
On June 30, 1841 Peter Gaylord was reappointed and 
renamed it Gaylord's Bridge. In 1842 John Gaylord was 
appointed. On June 18, 1853 Merwin was reappointed and 
renamed it Merwinsville. On June 6, 1861 John Gaylord 
was reappointed and renamed it Gaylordsville, and that 
name has remained unchanged since then. 

During the first week of May 1854, the river rose over 23 
feet. The dam, gristmill, woolen mill, woodworking mill, 
knife factory, etc. were swept away, most of them never to 
be replaced. John Taylor built his new blacksmith shop up 
on the bank nearer the road, and Bennett Moore built a 
new carriage shop east of the river. The rest of the build
ings were not replaced and Gaylordsville's future as an 
industrial community was suddenly ended. 

24 The Gristmill 

On October 8, 1850 patent number 7,709 was issued to 
Orra Warner and Charles S. Gaylord of Gaylord's Bridge, 
CT for a spear grapple for catching fish. The patent draw
ing is shown in Figure 3, and the witnesses on the patent 
were George W. Marsh and John Taylor. 

My example of this patent, shown in Figure 1, was found in 
Clarksville, Delaware in 1993. It has a mark that appears to 
be "DDT??D", shown in Figure 4. I wondered why a wood

Jtiwttrf t!uykr~ 
~UT tmijflk 

.?dM/6'd Ot/41£ . 

Figure 3. Gaylord's patent 

working shop making 
wagon parts would be 
involved in forging a 
grapple. My feeling is 
that Gaylord had the 
grapple head forged in 
Marsh & Taylor's next
door blacksmith shop 
and then had the han
dle made in the wood
working shop to com
plete the tool. The 
handle is very well 
made and includes sol
dered copper tubes on 
each end of the handle 
for strengthening, as 
shown in Figure 5. The 
overall length of the 
iron grapple head is 29 
inches, and open it is 
7¾ inches wide. The 

Figure 4. Grapple mark pole extension may 
have been for attaching a rope as shown in the patent, or 
another length of pole. Figure 6 shows the head closed and 
Figure 7 shows it set. 

Figure 5. Ends of Grapple pole 

left: Figure 6. Grapple closed 
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Gaylord's patent references another patent that was issued 
June 5, 1849, so it was not submitted until after that date. 
Since the references indicate the shop produced a patent
ed grapple, I feel my example was made between late 1850 
and May 1854 when both shops were washed away. 

Figure 8. Slick mark 

In 2005, my brother passed to me the 20½-inch long steel 
carpenter's slick shown in Figure 1. It had belonged to our 
grandfather, Arthur Ellis Bostwick of New Milford, CT, 
and is double-stamped MARSH & TAYLOR GAY
LORDSVILLE CT as shown in Figure 8. These are the 

same two who witnessed the grapple patent and probably 
forged the grapples for Gaylord. Because the village was 
not named Gaylordsville until June 6, 1861, this slick was 
probably forged in the rebuilt shop of Marsh & Taylor 
sometime after June 1861. The blade is four inches wide. 

The same hands probably forged these two tools over 150 
years ago, and I now feel a closer relationship to them. 

References: 

1. 'Gaylordsville, Connecticut', John D. Flynn (my wife's great uncle), 
Litch-Fair Press, New Milford, CT circa 1972. 

2. 'History of the Towns of New Milford and Bridgewater, Connecticut 
1 703-1882', Samuel Orcutt, Press of the Case, Lockwood & Brainard 
Co., Hartford, CT 1882. 

3. 'Genealogy of the Bostwick Family in America', Henry Anthon 
Bostwick, Bryan Printing Co., Hudson, NY 1901. 

4. 'Two Centuries of New Milford, Connecticut, 1707-1907', The 
Grafton Press, NY, 1907. 

5. 'The Housatonic: Puritan River', Chaud Powers Smith, Rinehart & 
Co., NY, 1946. 

Obituaries 
Sam Strauss, Jr. 

Sam Strauss, Jr. , a retired Little 
Rock businessman, investor and 
avid duck hunter died August 25, 
2011. Mr. Strauss had a career of 
more than 30 years in Little Rock 
retailing, first with his family1 s 
department store, Pf eif ers of 
Arkansas, and later with Dillards 
Department Stores and Sterling 

Stores/Magic Mart. As a life-long resident of Little Rock, 
Strauss was actively involved in business and charitable 
activities in central Arkansas. In 1986 he co-founded and 
briefly operated Generic Drugs, Arkansas' first drug store 
focusing on low-cost generic prescription drugs. 

Mr. Strauss served on the Board of Directors of the 
Arkansas Lighthouse for the Blind for 30 years (from 1978 
until 2008) and chaired their Finance Committee and 
Compensation Committees several times. He also served 
on the Board of the Centers for Youth and Families, a 
Central Arkansas Social Service Agency. Strauss served 
several terms on the Board of Directors of Temple B 'nai 
Israel in Little Rock and had been on the Board of the 
Ottenheimer Foundation since 1987. 

Sam was a member of the Chancellor's Club at the 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences and along 
with his wife, was a major donor to the Winthrop 
Rockefeller Cancer Research Center. He was a past 
Treasurer of the Cancer Research Center's Board of 
Directors and Board Member from 1991 to 2004. Earlier 
this year the Jewish Federation of Arkansas presented a 
lifetime achievement award to Sam and Shirley Strauss. 

In addition to his family, Strauss had two passions - duck 
hunting and collecting antique woodworking tools. He 
developed an interest in antique woodworking tools as a 
young man and traveled extensively around the Midwest 
and New England making purchases at antiques shops 
and tool auctions. He claimed the trips were vacations in 
order to entice his wife to join him. As his collection grew, 
Strauss spent more time cleaning and cataloging the col
lection which eventually took over the children's former 
playroom and other spaces in their home. He participated 
in the Midwest Tool Collectors Association and often 
attended their yearly meetings. In 2006 he donated nearly 
his entire collection to the Arkansas State University 
Museum in Jonesboro. 

Sam is survived by his wife of 58 years, Shirley, three chil
dren, one granddaughter and one sister. 
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I 2012 Antique Tool Auction News 

W
e are delighted to announce that our nine 2012 auctions will include a major 
consignment from the collection of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in 
Williamsburg, Virginia. Many of the 3,800 tools had been kept in storage in 

the three-story replica of the original Capitol Building since shortly after it was dedi
cated by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1935. 

Each of the items from the Colonial Williamsburg Collection will 
have its description followed by the designation "Colonial 
Williamsburg Collection" and show the marker logo, as illustrated. 

Nine Great Auctions in three Great Locations! 
Our New Mid-West Home 
Indianpolis, Indiana 

• • • • • • • 

.e 
( .'/arion 

""' 

I 

Clarion Hotel, Indianapolis Indiana Open House Auction & 
Joint Tool Meeting 

Holiday Inn, Nashua, New Hampshire 
Friday, March 23 

Saturday, March 24: 
Friday, October 26: 
Saturday, October 2 7: 
Auctioneer: 

Listed Auction 

Catalogue Auction 
Listed Auction 
Catalogue Auction 
Bill Baxter 

Friday, April 20 
Saturday, April 21: 

July 26th, 27th & 28th Friday, September 21: 
Tool Trr:,ding Pig_ Roast Open House :4uction Saturday, September 22: 

Auct10neers: Bill Baxter & Paul Wilmott Auctioneer: 

Listed Auction 
Catalogue Auction 
Listed Auction 
Catalogue Auction 
Paul Wilmott 

Subscribe to our Tool Auction Catalogues for 2012 and Save! 
~ Four Full Color Auction Catalogues 
~ Five Listed Auctions of 1001 to 3001 Lots Each 
~ Free 70,000 Item CD Value Guide with Subscription 
~ $75.00 U.S & Canada; $125 Overseas customers. 
Vz Sent Priority Mail 3 Weeks before each auction .. 

17n;;;;;; ;;---;, 75. ~ artin J. Donnelly Antique Tools· PO Box 281 · Bath NY 14810 · (800) 869-0695 1 
~ (Check, money order, or Name: 
Credit Card), Each mailing Address: 
is approximately 3 weeks lcity: State: Zip: ---- I 
be/or sale date. Order online C d·t C d-(V-. _/_M_C_/_Am __ x/_D ___ )___ -- E / 

t •dt 1 re I ar 1sa e 1sc. xp __ a www.mJ oo s.com ----------

A_gift car~ wtll b_e sent with Our Auction Subscription Makes a Great Gift 
gift subscriptions J_ __ __ □ Please Send a Gift Card __ __ _J 
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Modem Digital Photography Studios 

Professional Auction Services in Well Established Markets 
Our Warehouse, Photo Studios and Processing Center 

Free Pickup and Trucking 

Live Free or Die Antique T 001 Auctions 

State of the Art Auction Technology 

Modern Climate-Controlled Warehouse and Processing Facility 
Call Today: (800) 869-0695 

Let's talk about Marketing Your Collection 
Our continuing commitment to expand the market for antique tools has led us to offer 
a wide range of related antiques at our auctions. The very encouraging result of this 
expansion has been a "cross pollination" of collectors that has increased demand for 
tools while offering tool collectors ( and their long-suffering spouses) access to a wide 
range of other antiques. If you are considering the sale of antique tools or related 
antiques, please give us a call to talk about our marketing advantage. 

Martin J. Donnelly (800) 869-0695 

Two Great Auction Weekends 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
March 23th & 24th 

Nashua, New Hampshire 
April 20 & 21st 

Please Plan to Join Us I 
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An Exciting Auction of Exceptionally Rare, Quality Items 
by John G. Wells, November, 2011 

The rarity, quality and variety of the items in Brown's 39th 
Auction created a lot of excitement. The auction includ
ed selected items from a quality Sandusky tool collection 
and choice items from a fine collection of 18th century 
American wooden planes. An array of beautifully decorat
ed goosewing axes from John Henson's collection added a 
hard to pass up chance to add one of these beauties to a 
collection. This auction also featured the second wave of 
items from Clarence Blanchard's personal collection: 
Stanley, Stanley in the box, Stanley Model Shop tools, pro
totypes, and a few rare patented planes. Add to that an 
assortment of metallic infill planes from across the pond 
and you have a great auction. 

The weather was unusual for Camp Hill, Pennslyvania. 
Before noon on the Saturday of the auction it began snow
ing. Half dollar size snow flakes drifted lazily to the ground 
creating a magical scene. When the auction reached Lot 649 
the electrical power failed. Almost without missing a beat 
the auctioneers repositioned themselves to the opposite end 
of the room. They set up their show under the only pair of 
emergency lights in the room and proceeded to sell the 
remaining lots. Those of us who had pocket flashlights used 
them to light up our catalogs and followed the proceedings. 
Auction prices quoted in this article include the 100/o buyer's 
premium. Photos are courtesy of Brown Auction Services. 

Stanley in and out of the Box 

The Stanley No. 1 smooth plane in Lot 618 was in the orig
inal box. It had a two sided store hang tag reading 

Lot 618 

Lot 487 
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"Genuine Stanley 
Bailey Plane", and 
was made in the 
Sweet Heart era. The 
box had just a little 
edge wear and a nice 
label. The plane had 
96% of the japanning 
and was in Fine con
dition; it sold for 
$3,190. 

An elusive Stanley 
No. 12¾ scraper, Lot 
487, with a thick rose
wood sole, 95% japan
ning, fine wood, and 
in Fine overall condi
tion went for $1,210. 
The auction catalog 
stated: "there is no 
doubt this one is a 
12¾ all the way". 

The Stanley No. 39-13/16 dado plane, Lot 449, had 95% of 
the japanning and was in Fine condition; it brought $1,265. 

Lot 449 

Stanley made the 
13/16 dado by 
milling down the 
casting for a 7 /8 
inch plane. 

The Stanley Type 
1 No. 41 Miller's 
patent plow plane, 
Lot 606, had a 

hook on the handle, two piece fence screws, a football 
shaped trade mark and came with ten original cutters. 
The plane was in its original wooden box, which had 10% 
of the box's label and a pair of original cast iron plane arm 
protectors. The plane had 93% of the japanning, was in 
Fine condition, and sold on a bid of $14,300. 

Lot 606 

The Stanley No. 42 Gunmetal Miller's patent plow plane, 
Lot 608, had a football shaped trade mark, two piece fence 
screws and the fence had extra long sleeves for the planes 
arms; it was prob
ably made in 1873. 
The wooden box 
that it came in 
appeared original 
and it had ten cut
ters in a · cutter 
case. The plane 
was in Fine condi
tion, the gunmetal 
had a nice natural 
patina and it sold 
for $5,280. 

Lot 608 

The Stanley Type 1 No. 43 Miller's patent plow plane, Lot 
604, had a hook on the handle, two piece fence arm 
screws, a football shaped trade mark and nine cutters in 
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Lot 604 

the original cutter case. The plane had 85% of the japan
ning, was in Good+ condition and brought $8,800. 

Lot453 

The Stanley Type 1 
No. 72 chamfer plane, 
Lot 453, had 90% of its 
japanning, was in 
good condition and 
sold for $385. The 
bed on the Type 1 
chamfer plane was 
not cut out for the 
later beading attach
ment making it rare. 

A rare model of the 
Stanley No. 110 block 
plane, Lot 679, with a 
five point star on its 
lever cap had 60% of 
its japanning, but 
lacked the wood front 

Lot 679 knob. It was in Good 
condition and brought $1,430. A No. 110 block plane with 
a five point star on its cap is much rarer than a No. 120. 

The Stanley No. 
196 curved rab
bet plane, Lot 
674, with the 
script logo, 100% 
of the plating, 
and in new un
used condition 
was a good buy 
for $1,650. 

Lot 674 The most impor-
tant feature of Rufus H. Dom's patented adjustable dado 
plane was its swing out cutter, which could be used to 
slightly increase the width of the dado cut by the main cut-

ter to the exact size needed. In the original design the 
swing out cutter was not adequately supported and rotat
ed back away from the cut. Stanley had made one small 
production run of Dom's planes in 1872 and attempted to 
correct this problem by adding a support for the end of 
the cutter but none of their solutions worked very well. 
Early in 1873 the Dom's adjustable dado plane was 
replaced by Traut's No. 46 dado plane. 

The Dorns dado plane in this auction, Lot 666, had an orig
inal swing out cutter and one of Stanley's cutter supports. 
It had 94% japanning, fine wood, was in Fine overall con
dition and sold for $8,800. 

Lot 666 

The Stanley No. 150 Combination Hollow and Round 
Plane from the Stanley Model Shop, Lot 683, made in the 
first Sweet Heart era, provided a finger ring and horn on 
the front of the plane for improved control. It was in Fine 
condition and brought $4,510. 

Lot 349 

Lot 683 

The charming Stanley proto
type rabbet plane and shave, 
Lot 349, bearing Model Shop 
No. 550, had provisions for a 
pair of removable side handles. 
It was 1-5/8 inches wide and 
3¼ inches long, was in Fine 
condition and sold for $715. 
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Patented Metallic Planes 

The Leonard Bailey Victor No. 12¼ Pocket Block Plane, 
Lot 329, with gold paint on the bed, was spectacular. No. 
12¼ planes are nickel plated on all surfaces. On a few 
examples, probably for display at hardware shows, the 
bed was painted gold. The No. 12¼ Pocket Block Planes 
were made under Bailey's April 30, 1876 patent. This one 
was in Fine condition and sold for $5,500. 

Lot329 

Lot 332 was Leonard Bailey's prototype for an adjustable 
mouth on a Victor No. 3 size smooth plane. The adjustable 
mouth was created by sliding a sole piece back and forth 
between the plane's two sidewalls just as it was done on 
Bailey's block planes. It was locked in position on this 

Lot332 

plane with the typi
cal two piece front 
knob assembly con
sisting of a lower 
bell shaped casting 
topped with a 
Bailey Victor medal
lion casting. It was 
in Fine condition, 
and brought $3,575. 
The only other 

known example, which sold in the 17th Brown Auction, 
had a much different, and probably not original, front 
knob assembly. The front knob assembly that Stanley 
used on the earliest versions of their No. 10½ rabbet plane 
ca. 1884 would have worked perfectly. 

Lot 685 
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The rarely seen 
Gocher's beading 
plane, Lot 685, 
patented April 10, 
1877, with 90%japan
ning in Good+ condi
tion brought $1,540. 
Only three or four of 
these are known. 

The rare 16½ inch fore plane by Arthur Gray of Naples, 
Maine, Lot 691, patented June 11, 1867, from Clarence 
Blanchard's collection, was in Good condition and sold 
for $2,750. See Smith: P-TAMPIA Vol. II, page 86. 

Lot 691 

The Mayo's patented Boss Improved plow plane, Lot 378, 
had the seldom seen nickel plated screw heads and spe
cial decorative painting on the body and fence. It retained 
92% of the decoration and gold paint on the body, and 90% 
of the plating on the screw heads. It was in Good+ condi
tion and brought a high bid of $5,720. Only three or four 
of these decorated Mayo's are known. 

Lot 378 

The Phillips Improved Plow plane in Lot 373 had four 
depth stops, came with eight like new irons and was in a 

fitted wooden 
box that may 
have been orig
inal. It was in 
Fine condition, 
had 98% of the 
japanning and 
sold for $5,500. 
See Smith: P
TAMPIA Vol. I, 
pp 85-90. 

Lot 373 
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The Phillips Plow Plane in Lot 695 was an early model 
with the casting wrapping around the left side of the cut

Lot 695 

ter. It had a full 
length depth 
stop, 90% of the 
japanning, 60% 
of the decora
tive gold and 
red paint and 
was in Good+ 
condition; it 
brought $3,575. 

Metallic Planes made by the Sandusky Tool Co. 

The Ellis H. Morris metallic plow plane made by the 
Sandusky Tool Co, Lot 688, had a closed tote, and a pan
tograph mechanism to keep the fence parallel to the 
plane's skate patented March 21, 1871. This is the rarely 
seen model that was decorated on the fence with colorful 
flower blossoms. It retained 80% of the decorations, was 
in Good+ condition, and sold for $9,900. 

Lot 688 

Three E, H. Morris "Diamond Metallic" 
bench planes patented November 8, 1870, 
made by the Sandusky Tool Co, having a dia
mond grid pattern cast in the bottom of the 
sole, and floral decorations cast in the top of 
the sole, were sold as separate lots: Lot 687, 
a 9¾ inch smoother with parallel sides, pos
sibly the scarcest of the three, in Good condition sold for 
$825. Lot 689, a 15½ inch jack plane in Good condition 
brought $660. Lot 690, a 21½ inchjointer, with 85%japan
ning and fine wood, in Good+ condition went for $880. 

Lot494 

The Sandusky No. 
13 SC Semi-Steel 
corrugated jack 
plane, Lot 494, was 
in the original box. 
The plane and box 
were near new and 
sold for $825. 

A very rare al u
minum Sandusky 
No. 13 S Semi-Steel 
jack plane, Lot 495, 

had most of its original finish, was in Fine condition 
and brought $550. 

Lot495 

Lot499 

Lot 690 

The Sandusky 
wooden No. 3A, 8 
inch razee smooth 
plane, Lot 499, had 
a cast aluminum 
throat section for 
the cutter and 
wedge; it was in 
Fine condition and 
sold for $330. 
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Wooden Plow Planes 

The three arm un-handled self regulating plow plane by 
Andruss, of Newark, N .J, Lot 323, in ebony with boxwood 

Lot323 

Lot 530 

Lot 320 

boxing, had two ebony 
sliding arms with brass 
tips and one central 
threaded steel arm mount
ed in a cast iron bridle. 
Plow planes by Andruss 
are rare, and this one was 
in Fine condition. It sold 
for $5,500. 

The stunning E. W. 
Carpenter patented plow 
plane, Lot 530, had 
improved anns, a boxwood 
body, rosewood adjust
ment nuts and fence, and a 
rosewood handle mounted 
on brass top and bottom 
arms as shown in the 
patent. It was in Fine con
dition and sold for $8,800. 

Lot 534 

The Sandusky rosewood No. 141 handled self regulating, 
three arm, brass center wheel plow plane, Lot 320, with 
six ivory tips, had much of its original finish. It was in Fine 
condition and was a good value for $5,500 

A Sandusky rosewood No. 138, self regulating center wheel 
plow plane, Lot 534, rarely seen un-handled, with a full set 
of eight Sandusky irons, in Fine condition went for $3,300. 

A Sandusky Boxwood No. 141 handled center wheel plow 
plane, Lot 532, with six ivory tips, had seven Sandusky 
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irons, and was in 
Fine condition. It 
brought $4,620. 

Lot 532 

18th Century American Wooden Planes 

The F. Nicholson, Living in Wrentham (1683-1753), birch 
"hollow" molding plane, 9¾ by 1 ¼ inches, Lot 543, had flat 

Lot 543 

Lot 545 

chamfers, nice color and the 
original wedge; it was in Fine 
condition and sold for $1,210. 

The I. (John) Nicholson in 
Wrentham (1712-1807) birch 
"ogee" molder, 9-7/8 by 1-3/8 
inches, Lot 545, had flat cham
fers and the original wedge. It 
was in Good+ condition and 
brought $2, 090. 

Lot 547 Lot549 

The C. E. Chelor Living in Wrentham (1720-1784), birch 
molder, 9¾ by 1½ inches, Lot 547, had double "E.M." 
marks in a wavy stamp, flat chamfers, good color and the 
original wedge. Its sole had been recut to make a double 
flat and bead, but it was otherwise in Good condition and 
sold for $2,860. 

The C. E. Chelor Living in Wrentham birch skew rabbet, 
Lot 549, ten inches by ¾ of an inch, had flat chamfers, 
good color and the original wedge. It was in Fine condi

Lot 563 

Goosewing Axes 

tion and brought a 
high bid of $2,200. 

The I. (John) Walton 
in Reading (1710-
1785) crown moulder, 
Lot 563, 3 ¼ by 12 ½ 
inches, had nice flat 
chamfers, an offset 
tote, a pull hole and a 
round top wedge and 
iron. It was in Good+ 
condition and sold 
for $3,190. 

The beautiful goosewing axe, Lot 223, with double cross 
hammer, loop and star decoration, had a 7 ½ inch head, a 
20 inch edge, a slipper nose and an old handle. It was in 
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good+ condition and 
brought $1,017.50. 

The goosewing axe in 
Lot 727 had two DP 
touchmarks and flo
ral decorations, deco
rative cut outs in the 
tail, an 8 ½ inch head, 
a 21 inch edge and an 
old handle. It was in 
Good+ condition and 
sold for $990. 

The goosewing axe in 
Lot 728 was stamped 
with P.P. in a heart, 
and with a sunburst 
in a star and in an 
arrow. It had decora
tive cut outs in the 
tail, a 7½ inch head, a 
20 inch edge, an old 
handle and was in 
Good+ condition. It 
brought $1,045. 

Lot223 

Lot 727 

Lot 728 

Lot 731 

The Rohrback goosewing axe, Lot 731, was triple stamped 
with three sunbursts, had an old handle, was 7 ½ inches 
tall and had a 13 inch edge. It was in Good condition and 
sold for $1,155. Rohrback was one of the top Pennsylvania 
Dutch makers. 

Other Items of Interest 

A Set of eight miniature Spiers of Ayr planes in a fitted 
wooden box made by Robert Baker in 1985, Lot 430, in 
Fine condition sold for an unexpected $25,300. Three sets 
of these planes were commissioned by Kenneth Roberts 

Lot430 

and this is set Number 1, which was his personal set. The 
planes were made at a scale of 318th full size (37.5%) and 
are copies of the eight miniature planes in the collection of 
the Ayr Museum, Ayr, Scotland. 

Lot199 

The amazing, dovetailed, 28½ Lot 206 

inch long, bronze steel soled jointer, Lot 199, with a 2½ 
inch iron, rosewood infill and extra fancy cupid's bow 
decorations on the blade and lever cap was one of only 
two of these extra long planes that were made by contem
porary maker Bill Carter; recently retired. This example 
was in Fine little used condition and brought $3,080. 

The beautiful Spiers of Ayr dovetailed bronze smooth 
plane, Lot 206, had a steel sole, rosewood infill and paral
lel sides. It had been used very little, was in Fine condi
tion, and sold for $2,420. 

The Stanley internal reel type plumb bob designed by C. 
Bodmer ca. 1931, Lot 477, the smallest of the three sizes 

Lot 477 

that were made, had 95% of the original 
orange paint and 90% of the Stanley 
decal. It was never offered in a Stanley 
catalog, was in Fine condition and 
went for $3,300. 

Lot 599 

The Tower & Lyon Whitney hand drill in Lot 599 had three 
drill bits and a wrench, was in the original wooden box 
with nearly a full label, and had almost 100% of the origi
nal painted decoration. It was a stunning tool in Fine con
dition and sold on a bid of $2,640. 

Epilogue 

The 39th Brown Auction was over flowing with rare, high 
quality items that found eager buyers. Prices on the best and 
rarest items were very strong; it is clear that rarity and condi
tion are still king, and in that order. Middle of the market items 
continued to swim through heavy water especially those that 
were in less than prime condition. The auction gross was just 
a shade under $400,000 and 21% above the low estimate. 
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What's Its Area S Meeting June 11, 2011- Staunton, VA 
by Bob Roger 

We had 28 items placed on the table and were quite suc
cessful at identifying most of them. Comments are wel
come if you have additional thoughts or information 
about those we were not sure of. 

1. These tongs are 53 inches long and hinged to open wide. 
They were thought to be tongs for moving wood and large 
coals around in a large cooking or industrial fireplace. 

Item 1 

2. This photograph shows a wooden three-legged device that 
is missing the belt that connects the cranked drive wheel to 
one that turns a concave wheel that presses against a match
ing convex wheel. Below those two wheels is a tin funnel 
that would have a pail below it. The seat is child size. This 
was positively identified as a wringer used in the preparation 
of cloth strips used in making braided rugs. The cloth strips 
were soaked in water and then folded lengthwise. Then it 
was a child's job to operate the wringer, where the wet strips 
were run between the wheels to squeeze out the water and 
press the strips. The water was collected in a pail below the 
funnel and the strips dried before making them into a rug. 

Item 2 looking down on it 

3. This wooden roller is six inches in diameter and nine 
inches long. It was thought to be a form of dibble used in 
preparing seed flats for planting seeds. 

4. The blade on this tool is 25 inches from handle to blade 
edge and the sharp curved edge is 13 inches long. It is 
French in origin and the blade is too thin for chopping. 
It is marked EALAND AINE and ALYON-VAISE. This tool 
was identified ( and demonstrated) as a scraper for 
cleaning the insides of large wine vats. The tool is held 
horizontally while standing inside the empty vat and the 
staves scraped in an up 
and down motion. 

Item3 
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Item 4 

5. This was positively identified as a coopers flagging iron 
for use in placing flagging between the staves of a barrel. 

6. This was positively identified as a version of patent 
#298,099, issued May 6, 1884. The patent was for a fruit 
lifter/sugar devil. They were made by the Enterprise Mfg. 
Co. of Philadelphia. This tool is unmarked and the center 
tip has a spiral shape rather than the cone shape in the 
patent and on marked Enterprise examples. 

7. The blade on this tool is approximately two inches 
wide and has a slightly curved cross-section. It was 
thought to be English and used for sewing leather athletic 
balls. The user would be seated with the wood handle 
between his/her legs and the iron piece sticking up and 
away. The two pieces of leather would be placed together 
on the iron and sewed by hand. 

Items 5 - 7 (top to bottom) 

8. The blade on this tool does not have sharpened edges 
and was thought to possibly be a tool used in making 
molds, although molding tools tend to be all metal. 

9. The wood part on this item is fixed on the steel shaft. 
It was thought to be a part for a spinning wheel. 

10. This beautiful wrought iron tool has very small teeth 
that have not been sharpened or set although it looks like 
a saw blade. Each end appears to be held between the 
thumb and forefinger and the entire piece drawn toward 
the user (or pushed away). It was thought to be for either 
roughening a surface or for spreading a substance like 
glue, and a bookbinder's application was mentioned 
as a possibility. 

11. This tiny tool includes a slotted wrench and a thread 
cleaner and was positively identified as a tire 
valve-stem tool. 

12. This foundry tool was positively identified (by the 
markings) to be patent 149,789 issued April 14, 1874. It is 
for making cones on the mold that then form countersunk 
screw holes in the metal, eliminating drilling them out. 
The patent drawing is also shown here. 
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above: Items 8 - 12 (T-B & L-R) I ~ 
right: Patentfor Item 12 . / · 

, / 

13. This heavy hammer was ~ · 
positively identified as a tool for • 
sharpening or dressing the business end of rock/star drills. 

14. This small tool was positively identified as a spider or 
set gauge for checking the tooth set on saws. For felling 
saws the set would be 0.01 inches and for bucking saws it 
would be 0.015 inches. We did not measure the amount of 
set this spider gauges. 

Item 13 Item 14 

15. This item was identified as a kitchen combination tool 
that includes a stove lid lifter and an oven-rack puller. 

Item 15 

I tems 16 (TL) & 17 (BR) 

16. This item was thought to be an early tum-screw for a 
specific application. The blade tip is V-shape, and with the 
high-leverage handle the application may have been for 
turning valve stems that are inset in pipes. 

17. This item was approximately nine inches long and 
does not close tightly. It was identified as a horses lip 
clamp. It would be placed on the lip of a horse to keep 
him/her still while being worked on by a vet or blacksmith. 

18. This cylindrical tool does not have equal length ends and 
was found with several cooper's tools, so was thought to be 
barrel related. It may have been for bending and smoothing 
the ends of wet strips of wood when making wooden hoops. 

19. This was quickly and positively identified as a banana 
knife used to cut bunches from the stalk. It is patent 
#242,237 issued on May 31, 1881. 

20. This tool has an 11/16-inch hole with sharp teeth 
around its raised edge. It was thought to possibly be for cut
ting tenons on the ends of dowels for making drying racks. 

21. This tool came with a saw jointer and set gauge so it 
may be for checking the height of raker teeth on large 
crosscut felling saws. But maybe not. 

22. With one pointed and one narrow blade, this item was 
identified as a hoof pick/scraper for cleaning the bottoms 
of horse hooves. 

23. This item has a vertical slot on the left between the spur 
and the end, through which a flat vertical post passes. It 
was positively identified as a blacksmith's press for apply
ing constant force on a brace for drilling holes in metal. It 
is missing a fitting on the bottom of the screw threads. That 
fitting would match and press against the head end of aver
tical blacksmith's brace, and as the bit entered the metal 
the screw on this tool would be turned to keep constant 

• '..; 1-- ... ,~ .. ,,_':.,... -·•- '-~~ -
f "'"' ..,,,.,._._"' - - • 

I tems 18-21 (T-B) 
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pressure on the brace. The tool can be moved up and down 
the post ( missing) as adjustment is needed. 

24. This item is turned 90 degrees counterclockwise from 
its operating position. It is marked BRADY MFG CO MT. 
JOY PA and has the patent date of July 6, 1869. It is patent 
# 92,255 and was correctly identified as a stove lifter Gack). 

Item 22-24 (TL, TR, BL) 

25. This tool appeared to be a cartridge gun from the 1940s 
or early 1950s, designed for industrial applications that 
possibly included cold glue application. The clip under the 
barrel holds a spare cartridge. 

Item 25 

26. This combination tool is marked NAT'L MFG and PAT 
PEND. It contains a can opener, nutcracker, hammer, wire 
cutter, tack claw, ice pick/awl, and screwdriv
er. It appears to be yet another variation of 
Strong's patent #163,277 issued May 11, 1875. 
The patent drawing is shown here along with 
two other examples, one being marked with 
the patent date. All three of these examples are 
different from each other and from the patent. 
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27. This knife is 
marked IBBER
SON MADE IN 
ENGLAND 
SHEFFIELD 
MAKE. It was 
identified as a 
pruning knife. 

Item28 

Item27 

28. This item was easily identified as a hog snouter. It was 
used to cut the snout muscle on hogs to prevent them 
from rooting. It is marked MAY 15 1900 NEVER ROOT 
and is an example of patent# 649,682 .. 

Strong's Patent 

s 

\ 
O&O 

I 
Two more variations of Strong's Patent 

Item 26 
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Tips for Identifying the Age of Your Vintage Handsaw 
by Mike Stemple 

I have been collecting vintage handsaws for several years 
now. When I began collecting I would buy anything that 
had teeth and a handle. At first I had little interest in any 
of the makers, except Disston. It was all Disston all 
the time. There were a lot of Disston saws floating around 
the flea markets, antique malls, and yard sales that I fre
quented. With all the documentation that exists for 
Disston products, they were easy to research and deter
mine the ages of the saws. As my collection grew over the 
years, I became more selective and began to narrow 
my scope of interest to 
older saws, specifically 
those that are die 
stamped and have 
"split nuts". Some of 
the lesser known mak
ers became more desir
able to me and I have 
been collecting them 
for the past few years. 

The "split nut" era is generally considered to be the one 
hundred years between 1780 and 1880. Before 1780, rivets 
were the primary means of fastening the blades to the 
handles, and after 1880 the modem style nuts were used 
here in the US. The English makers continued to use split 
nuts to some degree, right up into the 20th century. 

The use of die stamps to mark the blades of saws began in 
the latter part of the18th century and continued until acid 
etching became the standard in the mid 1860s. Saw makers 
switched to acid etching on their full sized saws then, but 
many continued to die stamp their back saws on the spine. 

The use of label screws, or 
medallions, on the handles 
of saws to designate the 
maker began in the second 
quarter of the 19th century. 
The American makers 
favored the "Federal Eagle" 
style medallion that was 
popular on flags, docu
ments, and government 

seals during the early days of the Republic. Different ver
sions of these "Eagle" medallions were used by many of the 
early American makers. The symbolism represented on 

these medallions is striking. A defiant eagle clutching 
arrows in one talon and an olive branch in the other was 
used on most of these. Also included on most was a shield 
on the eagles chest and stars above or around the eagle. The 
olive branch was supposed to represent our desire for peace 
and the arrows to show that 
although we wanted peace, 
that we were ready for war. 
These were powerful sym
bols to Americans, as we 
were just a small new 
nation in a world of large 
colonial powers. 

As a collector of early 
saws, the previous criteria 
is only a prelude or a start 
in the age identification 
process. I look for split 
nuts first, then look at the 
blade for a die stamp, and 
then check out the medal
lion, or lack of one. Even 
with split nut, die stamped 
saws, the lack of a medal
lion does not specifically 
date it as early. Many makers did not use medallions on 
their secondary lines of saws in order to save money. 

This brings us to the next phase of saw identification and 
dating, the handle style. This is an important aspect of the 
process as it may certify the authenticity of your saw or 
show that it may be a "marriage" and have a replacement 
handle. The earliest handles have several things in com
mon. Almost all of the early American saw makers were of 
English origins. The cutlers guild there controlled the 
styles of the saws rigidly. The early American handles 
reflect the English influence on their makers. They have a 
pronounced, almost vertical drop down from the top of the 

handle to the grip. 

The thin part of the 
handle at the bot
tom, between the 
cheek and the grip, 
has the stylized 
"lambs tongue" fea
ture. The handle 
also has "hounds 
teeth" after the 

drop down at the top and also may have one or two wood
en "nibs" between the "hounds teeth" and the top horn. 
Many also have the wooden "nibs" on the bottom of the 
handle between the "lambs tongue" and the bottom horn. 
These handles all hang off the ends of the blades. None of 
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these were offset into them. This feature did not appear 
until the late 1870s with Disston1s introduction of the D-8. 

The earliest han
dles do not have 
medallions. Most 
have split nut fas
teners, but some 
high end saw 
models in the late 
1840s to early 
1850s have a rare type of "domed" 
steel nut. These were found to crack 
the handles when over tightened and 
were quickly discontinued. 

Some makers, includiing IDiisston, 
used a cone shaped brass cd<0imro nut 
on high end models thmllllglrn<D>lllffi 
the 1850s and into tfue ]~{Os. 
Disston1s scarce mode] #]©1 aurn<dl 
the early model #12 both hai<dl 
the cone nuts. 

A1110ther feature that 
should be mentioned is 
the use of oversized 
sp]it nuts instead of 
medallions. In what I 
consider a transition 
from blank handles to 

the use of medallions, some makers, including Bakewell, 
Disston, Cresson, and Turner, would feature one over
sized split nut that looked like a medallion, but was blank 
This feature also seems to be from the 1840s and early 
1850s. I have also seen this feature on English saws from 
the same time period. The English called these "blind" 
medallions. I hesitate to use the word rare, but any saw 
with the blank/blind medallion feature should be consid
ered worthy of the term. 

Lastly, a feature that 
should be mentioned 
about early saws is 
the "nib" on the top 
side of the blade 
toward the front end. 
This is a small tab of 
metal that the saw 

maker left after making a dropdown in the top side of the 
blade. This is a decorative feature first seen in the Dutch 
saws from the 16th century. It is found extensively on Pre-
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Civil War saws here in the United States. It was not used 
on the sway backed saws with the let in the handles 
invented in the late 1870s. It was discontinued complete
ly after circa 1927 by American makers. 

So if you are looking at a saw with split nuts, with a nib, 
that is die stamped, has no medallion, has a big vertical 
dropdown to the grip and the "lambs tongue" feature, you 
can almost be assured of it being pre-.1860 in origin. It 
could also have a good chance of it being much earlier, 
even pre-1850 or before. 

With the advent of the Internet and eBay, early saws keep 
popping up all over the country. A lot of saws that I see on 
eBay are user altered for some purpose and a lot are mar
riages of a newer handle and an older blade. Many sellers 
consider their saws to be unique and rare but they actually 
fall into one of the above two categories or are just common 
saws that look good to them. My wife calls me the "Saw 
Sherriff'' of eBay because I tend to e-mail sellers to correct 
their listing. My self- appointed job of Saw Sheriff has got
ten a lot easier since Erik Von Sneidern has updated the 
medallion timeline on his disstonian institute website. Phil 
Baker's medallion timeline that he put together for Disston 
backsaws is now generally accepted as being relevant to full 
sized saws also. The progression of early Disston medal
lions being: no medallions before 1846, the "flying eagle" 
medallion as the first in 1846/47, and the upturned or "opti
mistic eagle" medallion as the second one that was used 
around 1848 and into the early 1850s. The end result of this 
update is that I have almost seen the death of the phrase 
"first saw Disston ever made" on eBay. (Thank Goodness) 

In conclusion, I would like to say that none of my research 
is etched in stone. Researching early handsaws and their 
makers is an ongoing and never ending process with new 
information and new/old saws turning up all the time. 
Any input from members is much appreciated and you can 
feel free to contact me at any time. 
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Book Review, "Stanley Woodworking Tools, The Finest Years" 
Review by John G. Wells 

Stanley Woodworking Tools, The Finest 
Years, was written by Walter Jacob, edited 
by Patty Mc Leish and published by the 
Early American Industries Association, P. 0. 
Box 524, 402, South Main Street, Hebron, 
MD 21830. It is available on the EAIA's web
site through a link to Amazon.com, from 
Barns & Noble and The Toolerama Press. 
ISBN 978-0-943196-00-8. 

The book contains 198 pages, measures 8 ½ x 11 inches, 
is soft bound, and has color covers printed on heavy 
coated card stock. The text and illustrations are print
ed in black and white. It contains a great many high 
quality photographs, almost all by Walter Jacob, and 
reproductions of patent drawings illustrating almost 
every item and detail discussed. 

handle tool sets, a new adjustable carpenter's level, and 
put on a big display at the 1876 Centennial Exposition in 
Philadelphia. Next comes miter boxes, a line of 
adjustable Cabinet Makers Rabbet Planes and the Bailey 
(pre Stanley) Adjustable Miter Plane; they are all treat
ed with enthusiasm. The article on the Stanly Odd-Jobs 
is an excellent example of the author's dedication to 
detail and his ability to tell an engaging story about a 
simple but very interesting tool. 

Then Zig-Zag Rules are explored with respect, investi
gating every variation of the all important spring joint. 
These rules became an important export item making it 
necessary to supply them graduated in units of measure 
that were needed by their international users: metric, 
Burgos, Cyrillic, Werschock and Sajen; often several 
units of measure were wanted on the same rule. 
Specialty rules were graduated to meet the needs of spe
cific trades; for example the "brick mason's rule" was 

graduated to show spacing of 
Gathering the information on 
Stanley and the examples of 
their tools and products needed 
to do the research for this book 
was an enormous task It would 
have been beyond the capability 
of most people, except for 
someone like Walter Jacob, who 

' ' Gathering the information on 
Stanley and the examples of 
their tools and products needed 
to do the research for this book 
was an enormous task. ,, 

masonry units. When Zig-Zag 
rules went out of favor Stanley 
was ready with tape measures. 
Their story began with one of 
the most fascinating tales in this 
book: Hiram Farrand's long 
search for a steel rule that would 

has a passion for Stanley tools and has spent a good part 
of his life searching for physical examples of all of the 
versions of every tool that Stanley made as well as all of 
the information available on the process of inventing, 
producing and marketing those tools. 

Walter Jacob's book presents the inside stories behind 
many of the tools that Stanley and their amazing assem
blage of creative people produced. It gives the reader a 
close personal view of the many people who conceived 
and invented the tools and then made improvements on 
them during their production life. The insight it pro
vides into the creative process of inventing and perfect
ing a new tool is remarkable. 

The 28 chapters in the book lead the reader through 
major categories of tools, marketing materials and 
memorabilia. It begins with the early history of A. 
Stanley & Co, which later became the Stanley Rule & 
Level Co, and its acquisition of Hall & Knapp, makers of 
levels, plumbs and try squares; Seth Savage & Co, early 
rule makers and E. A. Sterns, rule makers of great dis
tinction. It goes on to describe using a Blanchard dupli
cating lathe to make wooden handles for every sort of 
tool from axes and adzes to sewing-awls; Stanley even 
made handles for wooden planes. Stanley made hollow 

be flexible for measuring curves, 
rigid for measuring straight surfaces, and that could be 
coiled up into a neat small package to fit in a pocket. 
The result was the steel tape measure that we all use 
today. 

The book goes on to screwdrivers, bit braces, hand 
drills and breast drills; then it covers Beryllium tools, 
garden tools and plumb bobs. Stanley's foray into 
household tools opened the door for its enchanting line 
of Stanley Four-Square tools, and Stanley's most enter
taining marketing graphics. The Stanley Rule & Level 
Co. and Stanley Works - a producer of builder's hard
ware - merged in 1920 and the sweetheart trade mark 
was born. Stanley's wonderful marketing material for 
the Christmas season, Stanley's pocket catalogs, and 
Stanley memorabilia complete this very enjoyable book. 

Walter Jacob's book, Stanley Woodworking Tools, the 
Finest Years, contains a wealth of useful information 
presented in a delightful manner. It is a must have for 
anyone's book shelf who is interested in using or col
lecting tools or who has any interest in the Industrial 
Revolution in America and the important role that 
Stanley's quality hand tools played in it. 
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Book Review, "Scissors and Snippets, History of Scissors 
to the 1900s and a Little Beyond" 
Review by Bill Kolm 

Scissors and Snippets, History of Scissors to the 1900s 
and a Little Beyond, was written by Grace Jenkins Goss. 
This is a work of love by Grace, two decades in the mak
ing and fortunately for the reader, well worth the wait. 

The book has 160, 8 1/2 x 11 inch pages, bounded in a col
orful heavy linen paper cover. It shows over 200 pairs of 
scissors and shears photographed in beautiful color. 

The ten chapters flow smoothly throughout the book It 
begins with the early world history from producing the 
ore, dogs, guilds, to patents and hallmarks. It progresses 
to the life style of the cutler, charcoal maker, and design
ers. Company histories are explored along with a look at 
famous cutlery cities worldwide. The interesting Scissor 
History of United States was one of my favorite sections. 

This book covers Trade Scissors, Tailor & Dressmaker 
Scissors, Household Scissors, Sew Basket Scissors and 

Special Purpose Scissors. 
Especially educational are 
the several pages of 
Religious Scissors and 
Candlewick Trimmers and 
Snuffers. The Special 
Purpose Scissors Chapter 
alone is worth the price of 
the book 

The book is available from 
the author Grace Goss at a 
wholesale price of $30.00 
plus $5.00 postage. Mail 
check or money order to 
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Grace Goss 229 S.E.22nd Street Loveland, Colorado 
80537, or contact Grace at 970-962-9943, E-mail: 
goss@msn.com. 

Book Review, "Four Centuries of Dutch Planes and Planemakers" 
Review by Bill Kolm 
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Four centuries of 

Dutch planes 
and planemakers 

The first edition of the clas
sic work Four centuries of 
Dutch planes and plane
makers by Gerrit van der 
Sterre appeared ten years 
ago. Unfortunately this bilin
gual (Dutch+ English) book 
was sold out rapidly. For sev
eral reasons it has taken 
many years before a second 
edition could be realized. 
But now it is here! 

C•mt van der Ster•• For hundreds of years, the 
wooden plane has been one 

of the predominant tools in woodworking. Like Britain, 
Holland played an important role in developing this tool. 
Dutch planemakers exported their products to the United 
States and many other countries in the world. Four cen
turies of Dutch planes and planemakers is the first 
detailed book on the Dutch hand plane. It discusses the 
workings of various types of planes in detail, using clear 
drawings by the author as illustrations. The history of the 
hand plane in Holland goes back as far as Roman times, but 
the author's specific purpose is to concentrate on the pro
fessional planemakers in important Dutch centers like 
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Apart from the many crafts
men who made their own hand planes, professional plane
makers started their activities early in the 18th century. 
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Their products were often dated and beautifully decorated 
with mostly standardized carvings. The end of the 18th 
Century saw the demise of the guilds and in the 19th Century 
the production of hand planes became mechanized and 
industrialized. The marks that can be found on the planes 
reflect this development. Therefore a register of planemak
er's marks is an integral and valuable part of the book 

Author Gerrit van der Sterre unfortunately passed away 
one year after the publication of his book Up until the end, 
he was busy preparing corrections and additions for a pos
sible next edition. Liber et Commercium has now issued a 
revised second edition based on these corrections and 
comments from involved readers. The book (hardcover, 
264 pages, 131 photo's/illustrations) can be ordered direct
ly from the publisher (www.liberetcommercium.com). 
Price: € 39,50 (+shipping). ISBN: 978-90-817499-0-9 

The book includes Appendix # 1 a Register of Planemakers 
and Appendix #2 a Register of Marks. These two 
Appendixes alone is worth the price of the book Some of 
the 15 chapters cover Wide-bodied Planes, Small and 
Miscellaneous Planes, Moulding Planes and Profiles, Dutch 
Planes before 1600, Rotterdam Planemakers, Planemakers 
of Anhalt, Makers' and Dealers' Marks, Dated Dutch 
Planes, Plane Irons and much more. 

The amount of research that went into this book has to be 
astounding, making it an educational adventure into Dutch 
woodworking planes. 
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What's-It 

For more information, larger images, additional photos, 
more what's its, and answers, please check out the new 
What's It page at the M-WTCA web site, go to 
http://www.mwtca.org/ and then in the Main Menu click 
on "What's It". 

Fig. 146-1 

It is around 11-1/2" long. Text on the side of it says "Chain
ger", obviously it is some type of chain tool but we have 
not been able to find out how it was used. 

Fig. 146-2 

Someone had brought this to the meeting in Bowling 
Green. The top part is about 5" long. It can pivot and the 
lower piece is a weight. 

Fig. 146-3 

This is 5-3/4" long. Text on it reads "patent pending". 

Fig. 146-4 

This was part of the What's It Presentation at the 
Chattanooga 2007 Meeting, it is 12" long. 

Please send your items, answers, and comments to: Rob 
Hartmann 55 Heffron Ct. #9 Fairfield, Ohio 45014. E-mail: 
whats-its@mwtca.org 
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M-WTCA Auxiliary 
Jottings from Judi 
by Judi Heckel 

I hope this finds you experiencing a little bit of Spring in 
your part of the country. Someone once said "Spring is 
when you feel like whistling even with a shoe full of 
slush." Let us whistle our way down to Asheville, North 

Life at 5/8 the Size 
by Karen Garzke Ruppert 

My father, Charles Gartzke made the pieces of a child's set 
of furniture before I was born (1958). The cupboard housed 
all the dishes, pots, pans and utensils you could possibly 

Carolina on June 13-16, 2012. Please read hostess Judy 
Gambrel's article on the details and jot that date on your 
calendar. See you then. 

I probably did not tell my parents enough that I appreciat
ed everything they did for us growing up, so I am dedicat
ing this display to honor them for all their hard work and 

need. The dresser had all the 
doll clothes for all three kids. 
The table and chairs were and 
still are used quite frequently. I 
remember having tea parties, 
playing house, playing games 
and cards and drawing to our 
hearts content from a huge roll 
of paper that we still have 
around. I also remember Dad 
using the table for leather
working. It was just the right 
height and size to use while sit
ting in his lazyboy. I remember 
three different sets of dishes 
with which we played: a china 
set with a wheat pattern, 

.------:;------------------ love through the years. 

another china set with roses (my favorite), and a plastic 
gold set. The cradle would rock my favorite Tiny Tears doll 
to sleep. Because of the size, we used these items for years 
and are still enjoying them today. For Christmas 1983 Dad 
made another kitchen cupboard for our children and now 
our grandchildren enjoy it. For Christmas 1984, he made 
another table and chairs. The original set remains at Mom 
and Dad's for all to enjoy. 

Mom was always very patient with us when she was cook
ing. We would go in the playroom and pick out the little 
cookie sheets or bread pans and make our own miniature 
goodies to eat. I do not believe she ever told us it was too 
much trouble. 

As an adult, I appreciate the craftsmanship and time it 
took to make these items. As a child I may have taken 
them for granted, but as I get older one appreciates them 
even more. I am sure most kids back then had a metal set 
which is long gone. 
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Dad made them between 
1956-1958. At that time, he 
was a finish carpenter for 
Mccreedy. My mother, Gladys 
Gartzke, put the finish on all 
of them. Dad made the set in 
5/8" scale out of mahogany. 
He laminated the doors out of 
3/8" fir and ¼" mahogany to 
avoid warping and to keep the 
doors thinner. They were all 
made of scraps from the hous
es he was building. The design 
is all his. There is a kitchen 
cupboard, dresser, table and 

chairs and a cradle. He also made a bed out of walnut for 
my two sisters before I was born. Mom made the table
cloth and napkins for us to use, as well as the cradle bed
ding and the doll clothes. As we got older, we were 
expected to make our own doll clothes. I still cannot 
imagine how we did it with the little Singer sewing 
machine, especially Barbie clothes. We must have had a 
tremendous amount of patience back then. 

I remember as a child playing in the playroom for hours 
with this set of furniture. It has faired very well over the 
years and has been used by my sisters and I, 11 grandchil
dren, 16 great-grandchildren and many friends too! 

Karen Ruppert was awarded a Judges Choice award for 
her amazing display at the Fall Meeting in Baraboo, WI. 
What a wonderful display of talent and love provided by 
her parents, Charles and Gladys Gartzke, also members of 
M-WTCA. 
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In Praise of Clowns who Bring Laughter and Joy into Our World 
by Susan Witzel 

There is nothing I can think of in my childhood that has 
brought as much excitement, adventure, joy and laughter to 
my life as THE CIRCUS! 

I remember the mornings long before dawn when my Dad 
and I would sit on the riverbank awaiting the circus train. 
It was so exciting and such fun to watch as the train cars 
were unloaded by the big elephants. The roars of the lions, 
the whickers of the horses and the screeching of the mon
keys added primal music. And-the aroma of a circus 
train-pure adventure! The elephants would be led to the 
river's edge for a long drink Soon the menagerie tents were 
up - thanks to the hard work of the roustabouts. Horses 
were unloaded, followed by more circus wagons - all an 
integral part of the "big picture"! 

We watched in awe as the BIG TOP became a reality. I still 
remember the yells and instructions as the elephants were 
pulling the big poles skyward. After all was in place, Dad 
and I would wander down among the tents, taking care to 
be out of the mainstream of activity. We would talk to per
formers and sometimes even the owners. Clyde Beatty 
signed an autograph for my crippled beloved "Auntie". She 
was so excited when he came over to talk to us. What a 
kindness that was! She had never been able to go to a cir
cus performance so we took her just to see the animals. 
We fed peanuts to the elephants. 

I always liked the wild animal acts the very best. Was it 
Gunther Gabel Williams in his handsome garb cracking 
the whip that thrilled me - or the fearless lions and tigers? 
I do know lions, clowns and cotton candy were and still 
are my very favorite parts of the circus. I remember the 
circuses of my childhood, seeing a circus parade on the 
streets of Des Moines, Iowa and rubbing my eyes to make 

Let's Be Kids Again 
by Helen Devitt 

The theme of the Baraboo, WI. Meet "Let's Be Kids Again" 
allowed Helen Devitt to review her childhood and display 
many mementoes of her life. Against a color scheme of fuch
sia and black, Helen arranged pictures and mementoes of her 
childhood. In a studio portrait, she was the youngest female 
of a double four generations, which 
was quite rare in the 1930s. She 
showed a hand tinted baby picture of 
herself. A bag of jacks and ball, 
stone school, singing Hit Parade 
songs, and reading Bobsey 'l\vin 
books provided recreation as well as 
learning embroidery stitches on dish 

sure of what I was seeing. I think Dr. Seuss must have had 
the same feeling when he wrote And To Think That I Saw 
It On Mulberry Street. Later my children and grandchil
dren enjoyed circuses and circus toys. Several of them 
were in my display. I also included a clown outfit my 
mother made for my brother over 50 years ago. It was also 
used by my children and grandchildren to "go begging" in 
at Halloween and to entertain at birthday parties. 

Researching clowns has made me appreciate the art, the 
efforts and the skills they bring to their profession. I had in 
my display a Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey CIRCUS mag
azine from 1942, the year I was born. It was also the year my 
all time favorite clown, Emmett Kelly, joined the Ringling 
Bros. circus. The June 26, 1948 cover of the Saturday 
Evening Post depicting a calliope wagon filled with circus 
clowns includes Emmett and his fell ow musicians. 

It has been said there is a little bit of clown in each of us. Let 
it always remain so, and may we never take ourselves too 
seriously. We need to be able to laugh at ourselves most of all. 

Susan not only had a wonderful display in Baraboo, WI. but 
she also dressed up as a clown to entertain us. She truly 
deserved the Best in Theme prize for "Let's Be a Kid Again". 

towels and cross stitching a sampler of the Governor's Palace 
in Williamsburg, VA. Her First Communion certificate, prayer 
book and photo represented the religious aspect of her young 
life. She treasures a memorable photo of herself giving a 4-H 
demonstration at the Ohio State Fair. Another photo was of 

Helen in her tap dance costume as 
well as an early photo of her in her 
first and only wagon. Grade cards 
and her high school letter completed 
her collection of memories of her 
childhood. These are all wonderful 
memories and a great display of 
Helen's life as a young girl in Ohio. 
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Doll Presentation on Collecting and Restoration at Baraboo Meeting 
by Jeanne Thorson 

Jeanne Thorson, co-owner of 
Keepsake Restorations, was 22 years 
old when she started collecting dolls. 
Her next door neighbor told her facts 
about the dolls that piqued her inter
est. She found there was always more 
to learn about dolls. In her presenta
tion, Thorson spoke about: 1) the his
torical significance of dolls; 2) her individual philosophy of 
doll restoration; 3) an actual restoration project; 4) what 
makes a doll valuable; and 5) stories from Enchanted 
Companions, a compilation of stories about dolls and what 
they meant to their owners. Audience members were asked to 
tell their stories about their relationships with dolls. 

In early times, dolls gave us clues about the fashions of the day. 
Before catalogues and department stores, salesmen would 
travel from town to town carrying these dolls in the latest 
styles. The ladies would choose her favorite style in her 
favorite color. After taking the customer's measurements, the 
salesman returned to the seamstress' shop and after a time, her 
order would be filled. Dolls also mark events in history. 
Thorson brought along a black cloth doll that was found in an 
attic of a church in Independence, Iowa that was part of the 
Underground Railroad during the Civil War. A provenance is 
the history of the individual doll. Some provenances tell who 
owned the doll, where it was made, the occasion on which it 
was given etc. This history passes with the doll and makes it 
more valuable and more interesting. 

There are differing opinions regarding the restoration of dolls. 
Some believe any tampering with the doll devalues it. 

Thorson's view is, "The difference between doll repair and 
doll restoration is a bottle of Elmer's glue", meaning there is 
much more consideration in restoring a doll than just slapping 
on some glue. It is important to consider materials (fabric, rib
bon, trims) authentic to the time the doll was made. Nothing 
should be done to the doll that cannot be undone later. 
Usually customers will discuss their wishes with Thorson 
before proceeding with the restoration. It is important to 
respect the fact that the doll is an antique. If you want a per
fect doll with no bumps and bruises, go to the toy store and 
buy one. If a doll finger has been replaced or a hairline crack 
mended, the United Federation of Doll Collectors guidelines 
dictate that a buyer must be told of the restoration. Even 
though the restoration is not visible, it affects the value. It is 
just good ethics to tell the buyer before she pays for it. 

There were audience members who wanted to know what 
made a doll valuable. There are many things to be considered. 
Condition is foremost. Rarity is another variable. Demand will 
dictate in any economy the value of a doll. If it comes with its 
original box with its original clothes and wig etc., it increases 
the value. A buyer is lucky when the doll comes with a prove
nance because it too, increases the value. Thorson likes to say 
that if you like the doll, it is valuable to you. One of her favorite 
dolls is not even an antique. It is the doll she gave to her 99 year
old mother after she was diagnosed with dementia. Thorson 
gave her the doll for comfort. Her doll was a reminder of all the 
nurturing her mother did for her seven children. Now it was 
Mother's turn. She loved the doll and wheeled it around the 
nursing home in the basket of her walker. Thorson's mother 
has recently passed away, but the doll she loved continues to 
give comfort to her daughter. 

Weaving of The Settlement Schools 
by Pam Howard 

It started out with a call from my neighbor, Lissi Oland. She 
was moving back to Denmark and asked me if I wanted some 
weavings. Since I am the Resident Weaver at the John C. 
Campbell Folk School, I get these kinds of questions all of the 
time. You see, I am the department that gets the most dona
tions. I asked, "Is this a donation for the Folk School?" Lissi 
replied, "No they are for you. I also have an old loom for you 
too." Do you want them? Well of course I said yes! 

This conversation and gifts launched me into a wonderful 
exploration of Southern Appalachian history. I arrived at Lissi 
home, which originally belong to Marguerite Butler Bidstrup, 
Co-founder of the John C. Campbell Folk School. The weav
ings were many and quite beautiful. Some of the pieces were 
familiar to me as woven examples I have seen as a child. Then 
I saw the loom. I just about fainted. It was a small counter bal
ance loom that was quite unusual. As I drove back to my 
house I decided that I needed to find out more about this 
loom, the weavings and their history. 
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In the five years since I acquired my treasures, I have learned 
quite a lot about my gifts. So much in fact, I created a special 
weaving class at the John C. Campbell Folk School called, 
"The Weavings of the Settlement Schools." This class edu
cates weavers about the settlement schools and their impact 
on the Southern Appalachia. I also talk about the strong 
willed women who helped create these schools. In my class, 
the students get to weave samples like the pieces that were 
given to me by my neighbor. My research is of the time period 
of 1900 to 1950s. I found that these strong willed women help 
create a better social and economic environment for many 
Appalachian families. 

Come to the Asheville, NC. Meeting and learn more about this 
important period in life, when women could stay at home and 
earn money by weaving. Sometimes this made all the differ
ence for their children to have a pair of shoes to wear or a 
warm house to live in. 
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Puppets from My Travels 
by Janet Beatty 

There is much history to puppets. We usually think of them 
as just a cute, entertaining toy for our grandchildren. There 
are records showing that puppetry was present in India 
1000 B. C. They were used primarily as a form of communi
cating, with the side benefit of entertaining. At one point in 
time, Japan used puppets to replace human actors on stage. 
Life sized paper and wood puppets were manipulated by 
men dressed in black, so as to be "not seen" on the stage. 

Puppets were very popular in Europe as well. Probably the 
first string puppets were used in Italy. They portrayed seri
ous parts and acted in ways humans would not dare. 
Puppetry gradually became a competitor of vaudeville type 
actors and presentations. They were used in less serious 
ways and more for sheer entertainment. 

We are all familiar with Kukla, Fran and Ollie, The 
Muppets, Shari Lewis and Lamb Chop and many others. 
Even the popular Broadway show the "Lion King" used 
puppets. Not all puppets that I collect are "pull" puppets. 
There are so many different kinds of puppets that it would 
be impossible to list them all. But just to jog your 
minds ... think finger, hand, shadow, stick, paper, bag, sim
ple marionette with two strings and very complex mari
onettes with as many as 16 strings. 

Puppets are made of just about any material imaginable. 
Mine are mostly wood. I was very excited to find a leather 
one in South America. I think that is one thing that makes 

Schoenhut 
by Phyllis Moffet 

Phyllis Moffet displayed a Schoenhut Humpty Dumpty 
Circus that is over 100 years old. She bought these circus 
pieces at a garage sale in the early 
1980s. The original owners were a 
prominent, well-to-do family in her 
neighborhood. In 2006, the last 
child of this family died just short 
of her 100th birthday. 

Albert Schoenhut introduced his 
line of Humpty Dumpty Circus 
toys in 1903. The heads, arms and 
legs were jointed, like French 
dolls, with strong, heavy rubber 
cords so they could move and be set in different positions. 
Many of the wooden figurines had bisque heads. Others had 
carved wooden faces, but all wore animated expressions. 
A single figure would be painted and dressed in many ways 
to represent different characters. Slots in hands and feet 
enabled them to hold equipment or balance on chairs and 
ladders. Just how many different toys appeared in the line 

collecting so interesting. You never know where or what 
you will find. I have collected puppets for 25 years. 

Puppetry is not only used for entertainment. The Mental 
Health Field makes much use of puppets to help bring out 
troubles and concerns of the patients. Sometimes words 
spoken through a puppet can calm a fearful patient better 
than a doctor or nurse. 

I am sure you have all experienced a Puppet Show put on 
by children completely uninhibited, ertjoying themselves to 
the max. What could be more fun? 

Janet had a very interesting, educational and fun display. 
It was wonderful learning about puppets she has found in 
her travels. 

is not known but there were probably 80 or 90 pieces. 
Schoenhut did make a pig, poodle, bulldog, cow, leopard, 

giraffe, elephant, zebra, lion, 
camel, horse and monkey. 
Figurines ranged from lion tamer, 
ringmaster, clown to hobo. 

Throughout the 1920s the toys sold 
well, but as children demanded 
more sophisticated toys, sales fell 
off. In the 1930s Albert Schoenhut 
ceased manufacturing them. 

According to John Medd rs, a col
lector in Palo Alto, CA who plans to 

write a book about the history of these toys, says ther is a 
small but select group of collectors of the Schoenhut toys in 
the United States. One man in Oregon has the largest known 
collection. It is around 600 pieces, but anyone who has two 
or three is a lucky person. We are very happy that Phyllis was 
able to find her collection of Schoenhut Circus toys and 
share it with us. It is a wonderful piece of toy history. 
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- Pacific Northwest Tool Collectors -
14th Biennial 2012 Best In The West 

August 17, 18 & 19, 2012 

fJNTt! 
The members of the PNTC invite all tool collectors and students of the trades and crafts 
to join us once again in three special days of tool camaraderie. Share knowledge about 
early tools and trades, buy, sell and trade tools. Make new friendships and renew 
existing ones. 

Event Location: 

Little Creek Casino & Resort, 
91 West State Route 108 

Shelton, Washington 98584 
800~667 ~ 7711 

When making room reservations ask for 
the Pacific Northwest Tool Collectors 
block of rooms to receive the special rate. 

Soon we will be updating our PNTC web page with details and registration information for 
BITW 2012 as it develops. Registration is required, and a BITW 2012 badge will be 
needed by all attendee's. To provide a quality level of service and adequate 
accommodations it is very important that registration forms be submitted early in 2012. 
Please visit our web page, bookmark it and visit often as we post details, Auction Items, 
Room Reservation Instructions and Registration Forms. 

Visit our web page for detailed information and updates. 

www.tooltimer.com/PNTCBest.htm 

The Theme for BITW 2012: Shipbuilding and Shipwright Tools 

Special Presentation: Northwest School of Wooden Boat Building will 
construct a small craft onsite, which will be auctioned 
off on Saturday evening. 

When submitting your BITW 2012 Registration Package don't forget to order your 2012 
Favor. The number of the 2012 Favors being produced is limited. These commemorative 
favors are handcrafted by volunteer members of PNTC. Each favor is numbered and 
packaged with care. 

Steve Dice, 
Event Chairman 

There are a limited quantity 2008 & 2010 favors available for immediate sale. 

© 
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DAVID STANLEY AUCTIONS 
59th INTERNATIONAL AUCTION 

1000 Lots of Quality Antique Woodworking and Allied Trades Tools on 

SATURDAY, MARCH 31st 2012 
At the Hermitage Leisure Centre, Whitwick, Leics LE67 SEU, England. 

To include the second portion of the David R Russell Collection and the first offering of the Late John E Jones Collection 
of Spiers planes comprising 50 planes by NORRIS, 42 by SPIERS, 80 by STANLEY inc. three very rare Leonard Bailey 
planes, 21 ¾" split frame jointer, No.I I combined smooth, rabbit and fillister and No.13 circular plane with 1858 and 1867 
patent dates, also rare rules and levels, early wooden planes by DAVENPORT, WOODING etc. a large selection of planes 
and tools by PRESTON, LIE NIELSON, RECORD, MATHIESON, HOLTZAPFFELL, etc. and trammels, plumb bobs, 
miniature boxwood planes, saw, chisels & gouges, and ephemera. 

BID LIVE FROM YOUR OWN COMPUTER AT HOME OR OFFICE 
Go to www.the-saleroom.com for more information and to register. Successful bids using live bidding incur an additional 3% charge. 

Our normal absentee bidding system will still be available at no extra charge 

The entire illustrated catalog available ON-LINE 3 weeks prior with full absentee bidding instructions at: 

www.the-saleroom.com 
In spite of this new digital age we are still producing our great, full color catalogs which include estimated prices, condition coding and postal bidding instruction . 

$35 from The Mechanicks Workbench, P.O. Box 420, Marion, Mass. 02738 USA. USA Tel: (508) 748-1680 E-mail: wing@mechwb.com 
or Australia and New Zealand for £24 from David Stanley Auctions, Osgathorpe, Leics. LE12 9SR England 

from Australia Tel : 00-11-44-1530 222320 New Zealand Tel : 00-44-1530 222320 
E-mail too1s@davidstanley.com quoting your mailing address and credit card details. 

Visit our web site at www.davidstanley.com 
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7th Annual 

HUMBOLDT ANTIQUE TOOL AUCTION 
May 5, 2012, 9:35 AM 

Humboldt Fairgrounds Building (Events Center) 
311 6th Ave. North, Humboldt, Iowa 50548 

This auction features another assortment of rare Stanley tools and other patented planes & 
other tools from the Arlet Cassidy collection from Waterloo Iowa, as well as a large 
collection of contemporary woodworking hand tools and a new ANKE woodworking work 
bench with storage bin below, all from the collection of the late Brian Galassini. 

Stanley Planes: 2c; 3; 3C; 4; 4C (2); 4 l/2; 4 1/2 
(prelateral); 5 l/4; 5C; 5 l/2; 6; 7C; 8C; 9 1/4 IOB; 10 l/2; 10 
l/2 Type I; S18; 21 (prelateral); 37 Jenny; 40; 40 1/2; 41 
Millers Patent; 45 Type I; 45 (3); 71; 104; 112; 203; 205; 248A 
IOB; 378 IOB; 0H20 Two-Tone; DEFIANCE: #4 plane with 
SW cut-off blade; 4C; 5C; 1213 l/2 with screw adjuster; 
BEDROCK: 7C Type I; 603 FT; 604C FT; 605 1/2C FT; 605 
1/2C RS; 606C FT; 607 RT; 608 RT; VICTOR 1104. Other 
Planes: Sargent 15C & 18C Shaw's Pat.; Sargent 710C; 
RARE Sargent #711C; Sargent #3407; RARE Union Tool Co. 
#111 chamfer shave; Sargent #59 scraper; Union #2C; Green 
Gage butt mortise plane; Union X5C; Union X5A; Keen 
Kutter KK5 l/2C; K7C; KBC; Gage #4 l/2; G5C; G26; Ohio 
0220 Mark's Pat; RARE Ohio Too. Co. #306; V&B 703; 
MARSH 3C; Wooden Planes: L. DeForest panel raiser; A. 
INGLIS moving fillester; carriage maker's planes; 
MATHIESON & SON GLASGOW No. 9B handled plow; Robt. 
Sorby lock mortise chisel; 

Other Stanley Tools: SW tin snips; fibre board fluter; Ready-Edge 
plane blades; 4-Square screwdriver; #215 ratchet screwdriver; #198 

holder for honing fibre board bade; #81 razor shave; #72 razor shave; 
#44 bit & square level; #65 chamfer shave; Defiance 013 hammer; 
#200 blade sharpening guide. Rules: Stanley 13 l/2; 30 1/2C; 30 

1/2G; 32 1/2; 32; 36R; 62; 66 3/4; Lufkin 782; Chapin #7 NEARSITE; 
Lufkin surveyor's tape ... Boring Tools: Ibbotson Sheffield-style 

brace w/brass head; Marples Hibernia Works ULTIMATUM brace; 
Frey X3-6-in. brace; Misc.: several brass plumb bobs; 14-oz. mason's 
plumb bob; Star Tool Co bevel w/graduated blade; mahogany French 

curve; unusual horse hay fork (for lifting hay into loft); traditional 
cabinetmaker's tool chest; Like New ANKE traditional 

Saws: W.F. & John Barnes No. 7 treadle jig saw; Disston & Sons 
No. 7; Stanley 822, 22-in; 780, 20-in. ; 780, 16-in. Contemporary 
Tools: LIE-NIELSEN #97 l/2 bronze chisel plane; Lie-Nielsen L
N66 beading tool; VERITAS low angle block plane; numerous like 
new pipe clamps; Set of 8 ECE chisels; Lie-Nielsen 1/2-inch rabbet 
plane kit; E-C-E-GRATHOBEL, verstellbar sliding dovetail plane 
IOB; Pair of PARAGON saws: one 11 3/4-inch for TENONS has 
been used once or twice, and the 8-inch DOVETAIL saw never 
used; Pair of GARRETT WADE try squares; VERITAS edging 
tool; VERITAS Variable Burnisher MkII; and much more. 

woodworking workbench MADE IN GERMANY. 

There is a M-WTCA Tool Show inside the fairgrounds building on Sunday. Please stick 
around and support this local show. The food alone is worth staying for, but there will 
also be 1000s of tools on the trade tables. Call LeRoy Witzel for more info 515·890-0262. 

See a more detailed list and photos on our web site: www/GreatPlanesTrading.com 

Auction Managed by: Michael J. Urness Great Planes Trading Co. Box 6022 Chesterfield, MO 
63006-6022 
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Early American Industries Association & Great Planes Trading Co. 
Present 

SOLOMONS ISLAND ANTIQUE TOOL 
AUCTION 

May 18, 2012, 7:00 PM 
Holiday Inn Hotel Solomons 

155 Holiday Drive 
Solomons, Maryland 20688 

(This auction will be open to the General Public) 

For this auction we have gathered some of the best tools & antiques 
from those collections we have handled since last years EAIA Dearborn 

Tool Auction. You don't want to miss this one. 

STANLEY PLANES: 2 prelateral; 2C; 8 Type 3; 10 1/2; 18 Type J; 21; 
24; 28; 39 1/2; 39 5/8; 55; 56; 64 w/both blades; 66; 72; 72 1/2; 83; 87; 95; 
97 JOB; #98 & #99; early 112; 120 Type 2; 140 Type J; 141; 146; 194; 
197; Rare 273 paint scraper; #444 JOB; BEDROCK 3 Type J; 603C RT; 
604 1/2 RT; 604 1/2C FT; 605 1/4; 606 FT; 606C FT; 607C RT. OTHER 
STANLEY TOOLS: 4-Square pliers; Rare #1102 jack knife 
screwdriver; SW pipe wrench; #21 adj. try sqr; 200 blade fixture; 4-sqr. 
adj. sqr.; #38 oil burner level; #76 & #81 & #84 & #85 razor shaves; #7 
pitch adjuster; Ready-Edge plane blade; RARE Sandusky #9 iron 
block plane; #151R shave; #68 rabbet shave. 

OTHER PLANES & EDGE TOOLS: Sargent 15C; 407; 3407; Union 
4 3/8; X4 1/2; Birmingham 20-in. transitional; Keen Kutter KK23; 
BAILEY TOOL CO. compass plane; BAILEY VICTOR #14; Wooden 
Planes: Several wooden plow planes; shipwrights type planes of exotic 
woods; RARE OHIO TOOL #111 rosewood ivory tipped plow in as-found 
restorable condition; carriage maker's planes; several brass plumb bobs; 
Four brass handrail shaves .. .LEVELS: Several iron levels by Davis 
Level & Tool Co.; Stanley, and others. 

Nautical Items: Large assortment of running lights; compasses; 
binnacles; Chelsea ships clock; large glass Japanese fishing net floats; 
Plath Hamburg sextant; wooden bodied telescope; Complete 
shipwrights tool chest with tools; Young & Sons Naval azimuth 
circle; flare gun; line throwing gun; and many more. MISC. 
ANTIQUES: British military heliograph; pair Japanese WWII aircraft 
compasses; single runner wooden sled with raised seat; lanterns; 
automotive light; Original PATENT MODEL for E. HECHLER 
Hat Stretcher (U.S. 158,079) Reading, Penn. 

See a more detailed list and photographs on the GPTC web site: 

www.GreatPlanesTrading.com 
Auction managed by Michael J. Urness 

Great Planes Trading Company Box 6022 
Chesterfield, MO 63006-6022 314.497. 7884 
Ratdaddy@mac.com OldToolRescue@aol.com 
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Tlmeless 
Tools & Treasures 
Co[[ector and functional tools for 

woodworkers1 machinists1 leather 
workers and more. Shop online at 

Timeless Too[sandTreasures.com 
or visit our new store at 

146 Francestown Rd1 Bennington1 NH 
jane@janebbutier.com 

603-588-2637 [!] ·~ ... . .. .. 
JOIN US ON 

facebook.: 
~~~~- ---

See our newest tools 
posted on Faceboo k 

.. 

Thinking About Selling 
The Collection? 

I specialize in converting lifelong 
collections of early technology 

into cash. Steam items (whistles, 
gauges, governors, valves, small 

steam engines), pre-1900 
electrical and fire signaling items, 

brass lubricators, pre-war RR 
items. 

Call 260-627-8148 or email 
oldtchnlgy@msn.com I 

understand both the dollar value, 
and the personal importance of 

your collection. 
Bruce Cynar, Old Technology 

Associates, Leo, IN. 

50 The Gristmill 

r ancestors ept their 

For r mformatfo • )ji.n<i a deal rm 
y, , , or ro pt t. an order. t·t nta t: 

JOHN T. KRAMER 
P.O. Box 8715/Sugar Creek, MO 640~ 

(816) 252-9512 
kr mer'&kramerize.com 
www .krame.rize.com 

16l'A<.,f.:: BOOK OF 1NSTRlJC110NS &, USES 
l<·IIBE WITII l'VRCIIASE. 

my 

AXES 
and ASSOCIATED 
HAND TOOLS 

~"¥..a'N~~~~ 
"AXES & ASSOCIATED 

HAND TOOLS" 
used in 

LOGGING, LUMBERING 
& RELATED ACTIVITIES 

by Thomas C. Lamond 
Includes 150+ B/W Pages with 

Hundreds of diagrams 
and illustrations 

~L.J-~-~-~- ~- ~- ~- ~_r!_rl_~_~_LI_..J perfect Bound Laminated Cover 

U.S.A. Axe Book includes postage ... $31.00 
CANADA Axe Book includes postage ... $33.00 

~ ~"¥..a'N ~~~~~"¥...~<& 
"COLLINS & CO. 

COLLINS MANUF. CO. 
COLLINS CO." "PHILADELPHIA AXE 

by Thor:11as c_. ~amond MANUFACTURERS" 
Each booklet 1s a m1mmum of 36 
pages printed with all appropriate and RELATED ARTICLES 
graphics in color on heavyweight Includes Fayette R. Plumb Co. 

semi-gloss paper by Thomas C. Lamond 

USA: Each includes postage $22.00 / Both including postage ... $43.00 
CANADA: includes postage $23.00 / Both including postage ... $45.00 

Send Check or Money Order 
furn Lamond in US Funds Only To: UslJcJJj 
30 Kelsey Place, Lynbrook, NY 11563-1156 6 Wit/. /)JcJifi 

llsjl} JI} 2 ed 
Add~t~onal ~nfo: k>m@Yesteryearstools.com ess dcJ 

Prices guaranteed until April 15, 2012 ~s. 
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Wanted 

WANTED: Winchester items, tools, 
sporting goods or advertising. No 
firearms. Collections or pieces OK. 
Please advise price and condition. 
David McDonald, 14211 Kellywood 
Lane, Houston, TX 77079 (281) 558-
5236 drdavidmcdonald@yahoo.com 

Looking for Gabriel planes and 
Kenyon saws. Let me know what you 
have. John Walkowiak 612- 824-0785 
John Walkowiak@comcast.net 

Last Dutch Woodenshoe Carver retiring. 
Antique tools for sale. 11458 N. Laguna 
Dr. Mequin, WI. 53092, 262-242-1571. 

Looking for information on Webber 
grain separator (fanning mill) 
Darryl Clauson 715-325-5883 or 
j clauson@wctc.net 

WANTED: Any hand forged iron tool 
( except reaping hooks) marked 
I-CHRIST or D.Christ. Laurent Torno 7111 
Waterman Ave. St. Louis, Mo. 63130 
BTomo@charter.net Tel/Fax 314-721-3911 

WANTED: An OHIO Tool Co. Number 
228 Jointer Plane #8 size. Contact; Dan 
Miller, 330-297-6344, danvera@earthlink.net 

Always buying Always Selling 

Pete Niederberger 
Used and Antique Toob and 

Parts for Same 
Mail Order Call Me and 

Come to the Shop 
415-92+8403 pniederber@aoLcom 

A-1 LEVEL REPAIR 
Most brands repaired and restored 

Bob and Diane Skogman 
18639 - 327th Ave. 

Isle, MN 56342-4784 
Phone: 1-320-684-2078 

E-mail: a1 level@yahoo.com 
Website: www.a 1 levelrepair.com 

"WE'RE ON THE LEVEL!" 

Marketplace 
Wanted Wanted 

ADVANCE AUCTION NOTICE!! 
Coming in Mid-Summer 

LARGE COLLECTION OF STANLEY TOOLS 

We just booked a very good auction of great Stanley tools. It will be held 

sometime in Mid-Summer, 2012. Watch The Gristmill's June Issue for 
more details, and of course, our Website www.simmonsauction.com will 

have all the information just as soon as we are able to set a date. 

ISSUE 
March 
June 
September 
December 

FYI: Do not miss the 17th Annual Tool Meet and Auction for 
The Hardware Company Kollectors Klub, (THCKK) , 

March 22-24th at the Ray Co. Veteran's Bldg, Richmond, MO 
Contact us for free itemized catalog for either auction. 

Full listings are always on our website. 

Simmons & Co. Auctioneers 
"The Name To Trust When Selling or Buying" 

1-816-776-2936 * eMail: rilla@simmonsauction.com 

Advertising Information 
COPY DEADLINE 
January 10 
April 10 
July 10 
October 10 

DISPLAY ADS - RATES 
Size Cost Word Limit 
Full page, 4-color, 
( when available) $275 900 
Full page $180 900 
Half page $105 450 

CLASSIFIED ADS - RATES 
$ .18 per word - ALL words. 
$3.50 minimum per ad. 

Quarter page* $60 225 
Other sizes $9.50 per column inch 
(1 colunm approx. 2-1/4" wide.) 
25 word limit. 

NEW POLICY: The Gristmill will no longer accept advertising for a date sensitive 
event, that will occur during the month of The Gristmill's publication. For example, an 
ad for an auction on March 25th that is to be placed in the March issue. 

* For layout purposes, all quarter page ads must be the following size. 3 1/2" wide X 4 7 /8 11 tall. 

Typesetting and borders are not included in the page rates. Special artwork will be 
charged at cost. We must have a sketch or rough drawing indicating how you want your 
ad laid out. Can1era Ready ads are accepted at no additional charge. 

For your protection and complete satisfaction, ALL ads should be typewritten and dou
ble-spaced. If this is not possible, please PRINT legibly. 

Payment must accompany ad. Make checks payable to M-WTCA. At this time, advertis
ing will be accepted only from M-WTCA members in good standing. For infonnation and 
membership application, contact John Walkowiak or one of the officers whose address 
is shown on the inside front cover of this publication. 

Send all ads to: Bill Kolm 11415 Spaulding Street Omaha, NE 68164, phone 
( 402) 572-1238, E-Mail handymankid@cox.net 

March 2012 51 
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~~t~~\ 40th International Antique 
, ... - -& ~I\ 
" ""·,~~~.'.--.--•I Tool Sale & Auction ''i Ji March 30 & 31, 2012 

,,~ --·- . .1 · RADISSON INN, CAMP HILL, PA 

THE TOOL SALE on Friday is a tradition that has been part of the Brown Auc
tion for more than 20 years. We anticipate about 70 dealers filling nearly 95 tables 
with fine tools. This show is always a hit. Open l PM to 6 PM on Friday, March 30, 
2012. No show on Saturday. 

THE AUCTION on Saturday features a Kiffer & Auxer Improved Arm handled 
plow, Zoar bench plane, Gothic arch Lee's chamfer plane, Ohio centerwheel plow 
plane with six ivory tips, L. Bailey split frame smoother, a great collection of San
dusky Tool Co. planes, Stanley boxed items, mint Mi11ers No. 43 with hook in the 
original box. Large selection of decorated axes and edge tools. Patented planes 
include Traut, Bailey, Chaplin, Miller, Phillips, Rust, Mayo, Standard Rule, Ohio, . 
Sargent, Morris, and many others. Large selection of Stanley tools including the 
second part of the Clarence Blanchard collection. Bed Rocks. Model-shop patents 
and prototypes. Several Nicholson and Chelor planes including a Chelor crown and 
a Nicholson with the extremely rare D mark. Gauges, squares , levels, and many 
other rare and unusual layout tools. Boxwood and ivory rules including an extensive 
collection of E. A . Steams rules. Tool chests, treadle machines, advertising signs, 
and point-of-sale items. And, as always, a good selection of high-quality box lots. 
More than 750 lots of outstanding tools. AJI offered for your consideration without 
reservations or reserves. 

LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG #40 mails mid-February. All tools fully de
scribed and fairly graded with estimates. Prices Realized mailed promptly after auc
tion. All items illustrated in full color. Absentee bidding available. 

ORDER BOTH 2012 CATALOGS. The 40th and 41st International Auctions. Still 
only $50 US & Canada, $60 US for Overseas Airmail. Prices Realized promptly 
after auction. 40th catalog mails in February, 41st in early September 2012. 

To reserve your copy, call, write, email, or fax us today at: 

1 (800) 248-8114 Fax (207) 688-4831 

Please send ___ Catalog(s) for the 40th International Antique Tool 
Auction on March 31, 2012. $28 US & Canada. $34 US for Overseas 
Airmail. Includes Prices Realized. 

Order both __ 2012 Auction Catalogs. $50 US & Canada. $60 US 
for Overseas Airmail. Includes Prices Realized. 

Visa/MastercardNo. ____ _______ _ 
Exp. Date: _____________ _ 

Brown Auction Services 
27 Fickett Road, Pownal, ME 04069 

PHONE: (800) 248-8 I 14 FAX: (207) 688-4831 
Order a catalog online now or view items after February 17th, 2012 
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